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I. INTRODUCTION
Limnological monitoring was conducted in Las Vegas Bay and Boulder Basin
from April to December of 1988. The purpose of the monitoring was to (i) document
possible changes in water quality resulting from decreased phosphorus loading and
increased ammonia in Las Vegas Wash, and (ii) establish a data base for evaluating the
adequacy of water quality standards.
n. METHODS
Routine limnological sampling was conducted at four center channel stations in
Las Vegas Bay and one station in Boulder Basin (Figure 1). The center channel
stations in the inner Las Vegas Bay (BC2-C and BC3-C) were moved periodically
during the monitoring period to maintain depths of about 9-11 m at BC2-C and 15-18 m
at BC3-C. The other stations were kept at fixed locations at depths of about 31-33 m at
BC4, 45-47 m at BC5 and 140 m at BC8.
These stations were sampled weekly during April through September, biweekly
in October, and monthly the rest of the year. All limnological sampling was generally
done between 0700 and 1500 hours. Temperature, oxygen, pH, and conductivity were
measured with a Hydrolab Surveyor II Water Quality Analyzer. Measurements were
made at 1 m intervals from surface to bottom at BC2-C, BC3-C, and BC4; 1 m intervals
to 30 m and 2.5 m intervals to bottom at BC5, and 1 m intervals to 30 m and 5 m
intervals to 140 m at BC8. Light transmittance was measured at 1 m intervals at all













Figure 1. (a) Map of Lake Mead, (b) Boulder Basin and five
stations sampled during April-November 1983.
(Adapted from Paulson et al., 1980)
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with a Li-Cor Quantum Sensor. Secchi depth, air temperature, wind speed and
direction were also recorded at each station.
Depth integrated samples for chlorophyll-a., phaeophytin, and nutrients (total
phosphorus, orthophosphorus, total nitrogen, ammonia, and nitrate .+ nitrite) were
collected from 0-2.5 m at BC2-C and 0-5 m at BC3-C, BC4, BC5, and BC8. Nutrient
samples were also collected in the plume (peak conductivity reading) at BC2-C and in
the hypolimnion (70 m) at BC8.
Samples were stored in the dark in ice chests during the sampling.
Chlorophyll-a, phaeophytin, and nutrients (those requiring filtration) were filtered
immediately upon return to the laboratory. Samples were then frozen and analyzed
within two weeks of collection. Analyses were performed in accordance with methods
described by Kellar, Paulson, and Paulson, 1980. Nutrient analyses were performed by
the Clark County Sanitation District on samples collected in the plume at BC2-C.
In order to further evaluate spatial and horizontal variations in water quality,
sampling was also conducted at the north and south sides of stations BC2-C and BC3-C.
These stations, designated BC2-N, BC2-S, BC3-N, and BC3-S, were shifted periodically
to maintain depths similar to those at the center channel stations, BC2-C and BC3-C.
The lateral stations were sampled weekly during April to September, biweekly in
October, and monthly the rest of the year. Temperature, oxygen, pH, conductivity, and
secchi depth were monitored at the lateral stations at the same depth as the center
channel station. In addition, chlorophyll-a and phaeophytin were measured at BC3-S
and BC3-N, and BC2-N and BC2-S were measured for ammonia.
A Hydrolab data sonde was suspended at a depth of 2.5 m at BC2-C for weekly
intervals to collect hourly data on temperature, pH, and conductivity. Unfortunately,
the data sonde was stolen the week of September 1, 1989, from the sampling location.
III. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
Chlorophyll-a concentrations in the inner Las Vegas Bay were high in the
summer and fall of 1988. Concentrations averaged 141.7 /ig/1 in July, 77.1 /ig/1 in
August, 68.4 /ig/1 in September, and 33.0 /ig/1 in October at BC2-C (Table 1).
Chlorophyll-a concentrations were lower at BC3-C, but still averaged 57.6 /ig/1 in July,
37.9 /ig/1 in August, 54.1 /ig/1 in September, and 14.6 /ig/1 in October (Table 1).
Concentrations of Chlorophyll-a in the middle Las Vegas Bay (BC4 and BC5)
and Boulder Basin (BC8) during 1988 were generally higher than those reported in
recent years (Paulson, 1986, 1987, and 1988).
The chlorophyll-a concentrations in the inner bay were higher in the summer of
1988 than in 1987 (Paulson, 1988) with the peak occurring in July, and the
concentrations remained high into the fall. During 1988, an occasional Microcystis
bloom was observed in the inner Las Vegas Bay, but not as bad as those seen in 1986.
Microcystis was frequently observed in surface waters in the inner and middle Las Vegas
Bay, around the Las Vegas Boat Harbor docks, and occasionally out in the outer Las
Vegas Bay and Boulder Basin.
Nutrient concentrations remained high in the inner and middle Las Vegas Bay
during the summer and fall of 1988. Total phosphorus concentrations exceeded 100
/zg/1 at BC2-C and 75 jig/1 at BC3-C for April through September (Table 1). Ammonia
concentrations ranged as high as 1.5 mg/1 at BC3-C in June and exceeded 1.0 mg/1 at
BC2-C and BC3-C during early summer. Ammonia and total phosphorus
concentrations decreased substantially between BC3-C and BC4 and continued to
decrease out to BC8 (Table 1).
The lateral station sampling in the inner Las Vegas Bay showed considerable
spatial variability in water quality parameters. There does not appear to be a consistent
pattern to this variability. Chlorophyll-a concentrations between the lateral and center
channel stations at BC3 showed considerable variability throughout most of 1988 (Table
2). At times, the north or south stations concentrations were higher than in the center
channel. A few times there were only minor differences in the chlorophyll-a
concentrations among the center channel and lateral stations at BC3.
Table 1. Monthly or average monthly values for uncorrected chlorophyll-a (/ig/L), secchi depth (m) and nutrients (mg/L) in Las









































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2. Chlorophyll-a concentrations (Mg/L) at center channel and lateral stations
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V. PHYSICAL. CHEMICAL. AND BIOLOGICAL DATA FOR 1988
Please note: BC2-C = Historical Station BC2, Center Channel
BC3-C = Historical Station BC3, Center Channel
BC2-N = North side of channel at BC2
BC2-S = South side of channel at BC2
BC3-N = North side of channel at BC3
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1 . 00 FEET






1 1 . 35
11.31
11.23
1 1 . 04
1 0 „ 56
10,, 41
10,, 34
1 0 „ 29
10. 13
10,, 04



















































HI Y s x c <=
ET. X "T I". INHGT' J. OIM





AIR TEMPERATURE 25.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET

















































AIR TEMPERATURE 23.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE (SE) . CLEAR"
SECCHI 2.00 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.




































































L_. X O H T I=: X T X |N| O T X O N
F" HI Y S I C ft L_ M E (A S LJ R E M E IM T O
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2--C
DATE 03-24-88 TIME 1415
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
































IF" HI Y S I C iA L. MEL: ft S LJ R BET M E M T" £3
LAKE MEAD STATION DCS
DATE 04-07-88 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 20.00 DEGREES <C)




















A. j£. - v_J
OCT /•-,










































1 1 . 62
11.47
1 1 . 34
1 1 . 26
11.17
11. 12
1 1 . 07












































































































L- i C3j 9 T SE: x ~r x M c ~r x o r\
F=" HI V 3 I G ft |_ M El .A S L.J IR El M El DM ~r S
LAKE MEAD STATION BCB
DATE 04-07-88 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 20.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET














1 0 . 0
1 1 „ 0
1 2 . 0
1 3 „ 0
1 4 „ 0
15.0
1 6 „ 0
17.0
18.0
1 9 . 0
20. 0
















3 .1 « 0
26,, 0
2 1 . 0
1 8 „ 0
14.0
1 2 . 0













1 9 . 0
17.2
12.6
1 0 „ 0
7.8
6 , 6
















AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEBREEE3
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET














.1 0 ,. 0
1 2 ,. 5






























1 3 . 30
13.27
13.21
•* ~r 1 o














1 3 ,. 36
13.14
12.63
1 2 „ 70
10.86













































































L... :i: o n--i T JE: x IT x IM c i~ :i o M
" I"-8 V S .'I C lA L- S 8 EE iA S LJ Ft EZI"1 EL" INII T" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 04-07-88 TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET














1 0 ,. 0
:l 1 . o
12.0
13.0








1 9 , 0
15.0
14.0
1 2 . 0




















" 1 . 4
1. 1
0 . 9
IF" if-8 ""if" S I C iPn L_ Ml E iP-t S U R: IE! il""1 iEE KB IP S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 04--07--88 TIME 1300
DEPTH T
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, 12 I1PH (5) "
SECCHI 5-60 METERS





























































































































































































j— 11: o n~i "T e: x
HYS :c CiAL i HIE:
LAKE MEAD









2 . 0 6 4 „ 0
3,0 45.0
4.0 24 ,,0
5 . 0 1 0 . 0
6.0 6,5
7., 0 5.0
T" :i >M c "T ;i o i .,1




- 1 . 00 FEET




1 00 ,. 0
40. 0













































































1 4 .1 6 2
.1. A-v « -.'.:• -~-
1 4 . 25
1 4 . 28
14.54
1 5 . 0 1
15.37















































































































L.... i on ...... IT IE:: x T i iMcnr i
IF" If ..... II Y S I C A (L_. Ml E: iA S LJ Ft tZ M E h-l T"
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 04-07 ..... 83 TIME 1340
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET



















1 6 . 7









































































1 1 . 70
1 1 . 32
1 1 . 1 8
1 1 . 02
10,, 76














































































































































































IF" II II' V G I! C ft L_ Ml El ft S U Ft E M E I\ T EJ
LAKE MEAD STATION EC2-C
DATE 04-07-88 TIME 1425
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET






























































































































































































































IF •» i Y s x c A»_ M EI A E3 L. j Fi; ;IE: a-1 a BE: INI T ES
LAKE MEAD STATION BCB
DATE 04-14 88 TIME 0950
AIR TEMPERATURE 19.40 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --1,00 EEET














1 0 ,, 0
.1 1 . 0
1 2 „ 0
1 3 . 0
1 4 . 0
13.0
1 6 . 0
1 7 . 0


























1 0 0 . 0
TEMPERATURE
DEGREES C













I inr "y r\< . / U
1 5 „ 1 0
1 4 . 30
13.60
1 3 „ 30
1 3 . 1 0






1 •'"i -1 1~\1 ,.-:. -., «t (.'





1 .1 . 90
1 1 . 80
1 1 „ 60
1 1 , 60
1 1 . 50
1 1 . 30
1 J. . 30
1 1 . 20
1 1 ,, 1 0
1 1 . 00













i 0 , 5 7
10,, 60
1 0 . 70
1 0 ,.- 60































1 0 „ 1 1
1 0 ,, 02
f\% "••,


























































f~\i fc;:- « *t c>
"•} /i i— *



















3 „ 1 4
S . 1 3
C5 •! T
'.J . .1. •-'
8 . 1 4
8. 17
8. 18
B „ 1 9
8 . 20
8. 19
8 „ 1 8
8. 15
8 „ 1 6
B . .1 6
;:::• -i /..,
3 „ 2 1






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GJ "r — i
—












































































































































































































































< fil -c-r i"l •ft. f* i *7 =^ n •T--. ^/* 01 t™ i y. i^ m •^ =i m 1 1 1 2 ; ~i
i H 01 "T" , H ill X w : H ^T ^B n Jia UJ 1 : M ^ ^
F-" 3 »Y S J. C i-H L._ I-'B EE rt S U R.' El II I SEE 1 1T" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 04-14-88 TIME 1345
AIR TEMPERATURE 20,,70 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, WINDY 11-14 MPH <SE) "
SECCHI 11.50 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT I V I TY












1 1 , 0
1 2 . 0
13.0
1 4 . 0
1 5 . 0
16.0
17.0
1 & . 0
19.0
20 . 0








































































































































































L_ 1 G J- 1T El X T X r-J O T" I O N
" ii-n v s x c ft L... i i e: ft s u F-: EL" » J IE: IM T ES
LAKE HEAD STATION BC5
DATE 04-14-88 TIME 1345
AIR TEMPERATURE 20.70 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY,, WINDY 11 14 MPH (SE) "








































































































































1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 . 0
1 3 .. 0
1 4 „ 0
1 5 „ 0

















































































































































(.,/ a V_' j.~-
8 ,, 50
8 ,. 49














/ M / 1~.1
"7 CJ '•>









!!._. 1 C3J BT
F" «••••« "".''• S 1" O
IE: x T i. iivjcrT x OIM

























1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 . 0















1 8 . 0




























AIR TEMRERATURE 22.80 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY,. WINDY :l 0 MFH (E)



































































































































































































































TT E." x T J. ivjc;~r ::i: OJNI
(I Y £3 I C A. L. M El *=* 3 LJ F5 IEI M El1M 1~ S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3---C
DATE 04-14-8S TIME 1508
AIR TEMPERATURE 22,, BO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY,, WINDY 10 MPH <E) "
SECCHI 2.10 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CtT2 % TRANSMITTED
0. 0 290,, 0 100. 0
1 „ 0 1 10. 0 37. 9
2» 0 55, 0 1 9 „ O
3,, 0 27,, O 9,3
4 , 0 1 4. 0 4, 3
5 „ 0 5„6 1.9
6 „ O 1 „ R 0 u 6
LAKE MEAD
DATE 04 14 88
STATION EC3-N
TIME 1520
AIR TEMPERATURE 22.80 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLOUDY,, WINDY 10 MPH (E) "
SECCHI 2.70 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H,,







































































































































































F> H V © I C ft, L.
LAKE MEAD
S LJ R E M E M ""»"" S
STATION BC3--9
DATE 04-14-88 TIME 1335
AIR TEMPERATURE 22.90 DEGREES <C)














1 0 „ 0
1 1 , 0































1 1 „ 8S
1 1 . 36
, ., -T'-l
i .1. . :.'*•-
11.25
1 1 . 20
1 1 . 1 7
11.22
11.29
1 1 . 35
1 1 . 33












































F:> 3 i "v s i c jp» L_ M EE: ft EJ LJ R E: rn EE: t-g T s
LAKE MEAD
DATE 04- 14 88
STATION BC2-C
TIME 1550
AIR TEMPERATURE 23-50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET
























































1 1 . 35
1 1 . 35
11.29
11.29
1 1 . 25
11.18
11.1 4
1 1 . 07
1 0 „ 1 9
9 ,,50

































L_ X G H T"




































IF" H V O I C A L_ M E iA £3 LJ IR E H"H EIM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-N
DATE 04-14-88 TIME 16:1.5
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.50 DEGREES (C)



































1 1 . 94
11.85
11.81
1 1 . 79
1 1 . 66
1 1 . 47
11.29
1 1 . 24























































1 1 . 0


















1 1 . 70
11.51
1 1 „ 30
11. 17
11.24
1 1 . 25
11. 13
1 1 . 05
1 1 , 00



























IF- HI "V" S I C /-* IL... M El ,P» E3LJ IF;: HE! I-11 El IM "F S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC8
DATE 04-21-138 TIME 0933
AIR TEMPERATURE' 13.90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,00 FEET
WEATHER " CALM„ OVERCAST"
SECCHI 14.50 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.



















1 8 . 0
1 9 ,. 0
20. 0


























































1 J. . 80
11.71
1 1 . 52
1 1 . 46
1 1 . 26
11.1 9
1 1 . 1 6
1 1 „ 1 1
1 1 . 06
1 1 . 04































8 ,, 9 1
8.84 ,






















































































8 „ 1 3
8,, 12
P. 1 '?
8 „ 1 1
8, 06
8.04











T" IE: :x ~r z t ..... i c ~r :.i: o ;NJ
p> |_| Y S I C rt L. M E A £3 LJ F'C EZ M E KJ T S3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3
DATE 04-21 --83 TIME 0933
AIR TEMPERATURE 13,90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION •-:!.., 00 FEET
WEATHER " CALM „ OVERCAST "














1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
12.0
1 3 . 0
14.0
1 5 . 0
1 6 . 0
17.0

















1 9 . 0
16.0


















1 00 , 0
70 . 0
























F- HI Y s i c A i_ M IE: .ft s LJ F? E M E:
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 04-21-88 TIME 1052
AIR TEMPERATURE 17.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,00 FEET














1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
1. 2 „ 0
13,,0
1 4 „ 0
1 5 . 0
1 6 „ 0
.17.0
















































1 3 . 98
13.60
I T inr /O - % J O
13. 14
t T -i r?
.1. •_' M j. J.-
.1 2 . 9 1
1 2 . 79
1 2 , 2 1
12, 13
1 1 „ 95
1 1 . 32






































7 „ .1 7




































































8 . I") 1
8 . 00
7.93










L. I G31 IIT El X "I" I M O T I OIM
1Y S T C ft L_ r- 5 EEI ft £3 1 3 IF: E£ J-ll EE 1^ 3 "T"
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 04-21-88 TIME 1032
AIR TEMPERATURE 17,. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET-














1 0 . 0
11.0
1 2 „ 0
13.0
14.0
1 5 . 0
1 6 ,. 0
17.0
18.0





















































































IF- HI v s i" c; ft L. MI E: >A s L.J IR IE: M EY: INS ~ir s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 04-21-88 TIME 1130
AIR TEMF:'ERATURE 17.40 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET-
WEATHER "BREEZE 6 MPH (E) ., PARTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 10.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY











1 0 . 0
1 ;l . 0
12.0
13.0
1 4 . 0
1 5 . 0
1 6 „ 0
17.0
1 S . 0













































































































































































1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
12.0
13.0
1 4 . 0
15.0















1 7 „ 0
1 3 . 0






















.«"-" " ..... J "V S I O iPn IL_... S LJ F-: El M JEZ M T S
LAKE MEAD























3. 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 „ 0
13.0

























































































8_. T G3 HI T
F> M V S I C
ET. X T X I""J C "T T O M





AIR TEMPERATURE 19.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET



























































































AIR TEMPERATURE 19.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,,00 FEET














1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 . 0
13.0
1 4 . 0
15.0















































































8 . 1 0
8 . 00
7.87










































































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE IB.SO DEGREES (C)








































































I... X G H T E X T I IM C T I O M





AIR TEMPERATURE 18.50 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "BREEZE 7.5 MPH (E), OVERCAST & RAINY1
SECCHI 3.50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION








7.0 4.2 ' 3.2
8.0 2.4 1.8
9.0 1.4 1.1
10. 0 0. 7 0., 5









AIR TEMPERATURE: is.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET













































































AIR TEMPERATURE 18.30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET





































































F" 3 8 Y S X C n=» S. M HE: ft £3 LJ R HE! Ml EEIIM T E>
LAKE MEAD STATION BC8
DATE 04-28-88 TIME 1025
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -.1.00 FEET














1 0 ,. 0
11.0
1 2 , 0
13.0
1 4 „ 0
1 5 . 0
1 6 , 0
J. 7 „ 0
1 S „ 0
1 9 „ 0
20. 0























1 00 , 0
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.














•i or t~\ wl . .i Ci
1 4 . 90
14.39

















1 1 „ 79
1 1 . 7 1
1 1 . 65
1 1 . 57
1 1 „ 46
1 1 „ 37
1 1 . 30
1 1 . 20
1 1 . 1 4
1 1 . 07
1 1 . 05
1 1 . 03
10. 20
10.21






































9 „ 1 1
9 u 22
9. 24




























































































i_ i e j-s i"
F> H V E5 I C «,
Ei x T ::i: M c ~r :t o IM
M E <A S3 LJ R E M E IM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION ECS
DATE 04-28-88 TIME 1025
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET



































1 1 . 0
12.0
1 3 . 0
14.0
15,0
1 6 , 0
17.0
1 8 „ 0
1 9 . 0
20. 0















2 1 . 0
18.0








s i: c <«i IL_. M e: *•--» s LJ R: EI M IE: IMI nr s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 04-28-S8 TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE 22,, 50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --.I ,,00 FEET














i c; ., o
1 J. , 0
1 2 „ 0
1 3 ,, 0
14,, 0
1 5 « O
16.0
17,0












































1 4 . 70
14.53




1 3 ,, 86





i f\ --\. .;:'.. H \...!.i:'..
'( '? ,::' '/
1 /"^  r"\






3. 1 . 1 9
1 1 . 22
1 1 . 20
11., 16








































































































7 ., 7 3
7 , 7 1
"/ "i/1"?




L_. x e* «T EZ x ~r i: M o T" i: o SM
IF- IHI Y s i: c >A L_. it 11 IE:: >PH s u IF;: EE 11 ii IE: IM T s;
LAKE MEAD STATION EC 3
DATE 04--2S 38 TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE 22,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION. -1.00 FEET

















































































































EJ .1 £1- £~k !L_ M El.A, S 3 P Fc El M El P--1""!"" S
LAKE HEAD STATION EC-I-
DA T.E 04 28 SS TIME .1313
AIR TEMPERATURE 22,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION • • • • ! ,00 FEET

















































































































































































































































1 0 1 0
















































































L.... :i G: H ~r E: :;;<: ~T i: INS c;. "T i: o rv»
•!! S Y S X C ft L.. Tw « EE iA E3I il F-t E!! f-! IE: TV!! T
LAKE MEAD STATION EC4
D A T E 0 4 2 8 8 i:".! T j1: lv IE I 313













1 0 „ 0
l :!. , o
J. 3 . 0
1 4 ;, 0
15.0













2 4 „ 0
1 7 ,. 0
1 4 „ 0
1 0 .t 0
7 :. '-J
<b M .;.
•-1 , (.'<-.) •••••!::.!:; i


















F:- a i v IB i c; PI. ii .r •• ii IE: .A s ? j FV E: 8 •••• n IE:
LAKE MEAD STATION EC3--C
DATE .04 215 BS "TIME .1350
AIR TEMPERATURE: 25 „ 10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -:l., 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 11 MPh C






















































































1 0 „ 8 8















































































2 I Sil-IT El X 'T i: MCT" 'I OS B
F> J--I V T3 I C: 11=* 1 1 1! El /"• ii E>» »R: El S II E~. K« "T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 C
DATE 04--23-88 T I M E .1.350
AIR TEMPERATURE 25, .1.0 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET'




























1 0 0 n 0
58 ,. 0
3 1 „ 0
1 6 , 0
8 ,. 4
3» 8













F • :i ...... 5 v E3 :'].: i.::::: IP* i .......!i EI ,A ".:3 i ..... JR E: r-i E: 3--.ii '"ir
LAKE MEAD
DATE 04 ..... 2B--G3
STATION BC3-M
.1.4:15IME
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES























































































1 1 „ 1 0
:i. i . os
1 1 . 05











7 .. 1 7
O • C.' Cj
6,. 10
6 ,,35

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































iF"-!Hi "v s z o ft 3. ii'-i EE: :.A s LJ it-: E;;: ;i vi! E:: i-...s T E::;:
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 04 28 30 TIME 1450
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET







































































































































































i_ i: G3 si ,1 T" EI x T :i ;M c i"" I o IM
F" HI'V" S X C iPii L... M SET if^n S U R: E«"1E INI T O
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 04-28-88 TIME 1450
AIR TEMPERATURE 27,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -11.00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, BREEZE 11 MF'H (E) "
SECCH.T 1.20 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION



































5 II'V S .'I C iA L.... Ml EL: iPn S LJ R EL™1"" II EL'.' il vj T" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2--N
DATE 04-2B-B8 TIME 1440
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -.1,. 00 FEET
WEATHER "--I"














































































































































G ,i=ii II Ml E: fa 3 U F:;; El IP" !i El! '"4 1" S:
LAI-::E MEAD STATION EC2--S
DATE 04-28 SB TIME 1510
AIR TEMPERATURE --1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,00 FEET
WEATHER "--I"
SECCHI 0.95 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYSEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.,
'1 DEGREES C I'!B/L MICRQ-M/CM STANDARD
0 ., 0 1 9 ,
1.0 19
2 , 0 1 9
3 ,.. 0 1 9
4 ., 0 1 9
5 „ 0 1 9




1 0 . 0 19
1 1 . 0 1 9














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































s ...... i: oil ...... IT BE: XT x B^ICT :i or-ii
-I V S X C ft II.... r-il El n'~» EL* L.J IR IE M El II ...... » T £3
LAKE MEAD STATION ECS
DATE 05 ..... 05 ..... S3 TIME 0945
AIR TEMPERATURE 21., 70 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION •-.). ,= 00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, WINDY 1 I. MPH s'SE)
SECCH.I 13,00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/Ci'T"2 "/. TRANSMITTED
.'100. 0
~v ••:<• "r/ ,_• „ /
2 SO,, 0 49. 1
2 1 0 , 0 36 „ 8
140, 0 24,, 6
110, 0 1 9 ,. 3
33,0 15.4
7.0 78., 0 13.7
8,, 0 63,, 0 1 1 . J.
9., 0 54.0- 9.3
10,, 0 43.0 7,5
.H.O 36.0 6,, 3
12.0 28.0 -4.9
13.0 23.0 4..0
14,0 19.. 0 3.3
15.0 14.0 2,, 5
1 6.0 12, 0 2.1
17,0 3.6 i.5
13, 0 7,, 4 1.3
1 '? . 0 6.5 I,, 1
20,0 5,, 6 1,0
'F:i:•: ov -B .i c/••.(it M,{;H/••*suIF--;:;IE:!i sEI:•!"••() irs
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 03--05 80 TIME: 1.106
AIR TEMPERATURE 2 .'. „ 1 0 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION .1.0*0 FEET






































































































































































1 0 , 35
10,, 43
i ••:> . 69
1 ;"; pp
11 .,0:;.
.1 1 „ 06
1C .99







































;' ~; !'r;! ~i





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































""" I £"£.' :h--l) S 'LJ' ir''" >>:::;, if'" ' iEL J'-.| "IF" S
DEPTH
STYVTIQN BC3 ..... C
DATE 05 ..... C<5 ..... E3
AIR TEMPERATURE 25,, 30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, WTMDY .!. 3 ..... 35 W'-'H •: 3 '< "
8 EC CHI '2.00 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONrMJCTi'VITV f , H.,











.!. 0 „ 0
.i. .!. a '--'
1 2 „ 0
.1 3 :, 0
i 4 , o
i 5 „ o
1 6 , 0
1 7 „ 0
'- '™* i")









































1 1 , 37
12,, 02
:!. 1 .90
..' J. „ 93
:!. J, ., 35
.1. 1 , 57
i 1 „ 34
1 1 , 26
10, 40
.!. 0 „ i 7
Q "" .-;.,
C! "T "T




















1 0 1 3
1 263:
J. 262
•( •'"> o f~
1298












































s i: GJ nr E: x: T" :i IMCI: T i CM--J
F •" 5 IIV S 1 C ,Pii L... r-1 E: ift £3 5. J IF..1 El IMI E"£ §"'. IIT S
LAKE MEAD STATION 3C3 C
DATE 05--05 38 TIME 1233
AIR TEMPERATURE 25 ,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -I ,,00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLV CLOUDY,, WINDY 13-33 MPH ( 3 ) "













1 .1. 0 , 0
35 , '•>






















































































































n / - .-^
OB"S





















































Si:B..!..3K 06 " I I'HXOS
133J 00 "T ..... N01iyA3"13 3>IV?1
S33y93C 00 T- 3iin..!.yy3.;:IW31 Hiy
O:;:;;Z:T 3wu.. EG ..... so ..... so aiya
M-2D3 I'D I. :..';;'.! 3 ay."JW 3>!y"1
S J,... *\ 31 6 .«. I.1 13i :::-;£ i! ..... S S: ";::;;|i 3 i - £ ""1 ";;:?' O X S ..A. (-3 . =••!.





AIR TEMPERATURE ••-• 1 ., 00 DEGREES
















3. 0 . 0
1 i „ 0
1 2 . 0
1 3 „ 0
1 4 „ 0
15,, 0
1 6 , 0
































































































1 2 6 7
1 246
1 220







































/" S T C *--!i I!...... i! il El ,P» 53 L.J iR £=: !l"-' il !!EI ih 3 1" E>
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 05-05 SS TIME 1338
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, WINDY 12 MPH <SE>"
SECCHI 1.40 METERS
)EPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.

































































































































!._. I GII JT" EE X T" X JNI C T Z O 3'M!
F" H Y13 I C i=si L M EEI ft S L.J R EE M E: M"T £3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 05-05-88 TIME 1333
AIR TEMPERATURE 26,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --1.00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, WINDY 12 MF'H (BE)"
















1 6 ., 0
7. 2
5.1















F:" a a Y s x o <& IL_ M IE: rt s t j R: E: r-i SE: IM T
L.AKE MEAD STATION BC2-N
DATE 05-05 BS TIME 1317
AIR TEMPERATURE -1 ,,00 DEGREES
































































































































1 0 1 2










































F" 1 1 *".r" S T C: »=n I 3" II E:f:iPn S I...!' .Ft EE! 3'•"II E£IM ~
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2••-••:
DATE 05-05 SB TIME 132S
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --•;!„ 00 FEET
WEATHER "-.I"

























































































































j p; Q f":















































""l f\- !• " •'•-. )V." •! r-\1 ,•• •>J-'i'-i i t:;. ••.>!._'•••• J. .*:, — ob
EE IP* :!.;:.;> < ;i ii^ .: IE: r - 1 EI ii'vii -j™ s
f-l ••••• •) -i" -p .— i 1-. I y", ,•-•. {";
,;:; I 1-1 > 1 Url bi...o
TIME 0315
AIR TEMPERATURE 22,,00 DEGREES <C.-
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"






































































































































































































j. ' •• ,.
1 ' j ,
1 0 „
10,


























































































































































































































EEXT X 5MCT" X OIM!
IF7" 11-5 Y13 T C A L. MEl Ai £5 L.J F"-: iEE M El IM T" S
LAKE MEAD GTATICM BC3
DATE 05 12 88 TIME OS15















1 0 . 0
1 1 , 0
1 2 ,. 0
13.0
1 4 „ 0
1 5 - 0
1 6 ,, 0
•i "r
.1 / u <-•'
1 S . 0










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































j*~t t J ; PTj Ti rn r 


















































































































































































ll T y \n UJ n t. •'sr' i~ i •=7 m P! P Ul w LI i : i == =a HI i ' i 01
IL_ J. Gii FT EE X "T" Z !i ••••.« GT" Z O1NI
•IIV S I 1C ft L... M iE£ iPn S .L..ii Ft IE! t I! EEI f IIT
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 05-12-88 TIME 0946
AIR TEMPERATURE 23-00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET

































































































IF- ii ii'"if" s i: c :«i L... MI EI iPii s L.J F">;: IE: v" ii IE::: M T ss
LAKE MEAD STATION EC4
DATE 05-12-88 TIME J.037
AIR TEMPERATURE 24., 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 5 !"IPH (E) "
GECCHI 2.40 METERS
)EPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.!-!.,











1 0 „ 0
:i. :l. „ o
:i 2 ,, 0
:l. 3 „ 0
1 4 ,. 0
1 5 . 0
1 6 „ 0
17=0
1 8 „ 0
.1. 9 ,, 0
20 „ 0










3 1 , 0











•1 nr- / ."••.J. -_i * •;::• a
13, 64
•/ cr r."'ir."
1 -_J B wK_J
H t^ T IST'T1 -._< 41 ij /
-i i:r cr-rr
.L •__' a ^f -._'
15. 39





















.L -J. i, •...• i.^
1 .1 . 30
1 i . 30
10.88
1 0 „ 75
•i ,'~i / -I
.L i.' . a .!.
10.53
10.31
1 0 , 1 5
ri rn c."
7 . '7u..'









































































8 „ 1 1
S. 11
8.06












L- i: on ...... rr EY: x: T :i
IF- 'HI V S Z O ft L_ :i""1l El ft S LJ JR.1 E£ M El M T
LAKE HEAD STATION BC4
DATE 05 ..... :12-BS TIME 1037
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE 3 i'lFH (E)"





























































































:r c: ^  s ......  i ...... s IE >« s u F;: E: ;i
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 05 ..... 12 ..... 88 TIME 1.11:1
AIR TEMPERATURE 27., 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 5 MPH (E)"















































































































































































NO I..!..:?,%'! IX 3 1H9I1
Sd3.Ow C f r ' T
,, O) H.JW G 3Z33iJ3
i v n
0 "Ol'.





'b' CJ I 3 .••".,. Ii ..... il -,-dl



























































































































































































































































































































TI ME .1 136
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES



























































































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1-00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 5 MPH (E) "
SECCH.T 1.30 METERS
"EMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H,.










































































































































i— x G ii ii ~T SE: x T :i ii i c:: ~r :i o i-vj
F-" HI ""*' S X C ft L... MEZ «i S LJ IR: IEZ Jvll E fsj T:
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2--C
DATE 05-12-38 TIME 1200
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,,00 FEET






























F:- IHI Y s i: c £"* IL... M IE: ^ s ui IF*;: EE: M IE: r-a ~
LAKE MEAD STATION EC2--N
DATE 05-12-88 TIME 1153
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES



















































































































F:" ;s ii "v si :r c «IL... M IE: ,A s LJ IF: IE: M EI r -'! T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-G
DATE 05-12-88 TIME .1222
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "-I"
SECCHI 1,25 METERS
>EPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.,












































































































AIR TEMPERATURE .22., 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1-00 FEET














1 0 . 0
:!. :!. ., 0
12.0
1 3 . 0
1 4 . 0
15,0
1 6 , 0
17,0
18.0

































1 S , 9 1
IS, 33
1 S „ 50
A O ,, :'.'.' 0'











i 5 „ 53
1 5 . 3 1
15.07
1 4 , 92
14.75
1 4 ,. 69
14,62
'! 4 „ 22
14. 15




1 2 „ 1 2
1 1 „ 34
1 1-67
11.6 1
1 1 , '54
1 1 . 50
1 1 - 46
1 1 . 37
.1. 1 . 26
.!. 1 . 22
1 1 . 1 9
1 .1 .. J. a
OXYGEN
MG/L
1 0 . 1 3




1 0 . i. 9







1 0 , 53
10.33
1 0 - 54
10. 45















:•*• ' i i
O , <..' .1
• ~* / /
<:> ,. oc>
C.{ a '"j O

















































f— , —i- "T
a -.:• /
334




r-i i'\f~\ j -X .ii.
8 .1 3
3 .i. 9






































7 „ 9 5
7 „ 95
/' :, Vt'J






(3 , 0 !.
;•!. 00
L I OS ...... JT EE X T I iMOT~ I.' CIIM
F:> II ..... II Y 3 I C A. L... I ...... J iEZ 4--1 S LJ F-'; E£ il ..... 1 1E: IMI T"
LAKE MEAD STATION ECB
DATE 05-19-SS TIME 0845
AIR TEMPERATURE 22., 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -J..OO FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, WINDY 20 MFH CM.' "
BECCHI B.30 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION














































































































'••» •"s :i c::»-::-«ii__. M EE: ,1=1. s L.I F< IE: MI EI ;M -r ES
LAKE MEAD STATION EC5
DATE: 05-19-83 TIME 1000
AIR T E M P E R A "I" U RE 24. 0 0 D E G R E E !3
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET














1 0 » 0
1 1 U 0
1 2 „ 0
1 3 ., 0
1 4 .- 0
i S , 0
1 6 . 0
1 7 „ 0
i a ,. o
19.0
20 . 0





















2 1 „ 33
2 1 , 36







































1 0 . 30
10 ,,37
1 0 .-i 39
:). 0 . 4 1
10.37
10 ,,36
1 0 . 3:9
1.0,, 47
1 1 . 53
1 1 „ 34
1 1 ,. 00
















i. "? >•"-"O , JL i_'
6 . 2.2
6 . 1 7
6.15
- 6,, 43'
. 6 . 4S
6 . 62
6 ,. 6 4














































- 1 „ 00
-1 ., 00




-- 1 . 00
•-i * oo
— 1 . 00
1 ,. 00
- 1 ., 00
•-- 1 „ 00
-1 ,,00
•-i « 00
-- 1 . 00
- J. .. 00




- 1 . 00
- 1 . 00
- 1 . 00
-1 „ 00













L. X G FI'!"" El X T I r-.ll O I"' .1 O !M
IF' !l il V S I! C ,P* L, Ml IE A S1-1 Ft El IMIE: Kll T" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 05-19-88 TIME 1000
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION .1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR.. WINDY 12 MPH <N> "
SECCHI 6 ,,00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 % TRANSMITTED
0,, 0 5SO,. 0 100. 0
.1.0 420 ,,0 72,4
2,, 0 230,, 0 39,, 7
3,0 170,, 0 29,,3
4., 0 1.10.0 19., 0
5.0 72., 0 .1.2.4
6.0 47.0 -8.1
7.0 30.0 5.2
3,,0 . 21.0 3,6
9.0 13.0 3.1
1 0,. 0 13 „ 0 2:, 2
11.0 9 ,,1 1.6
12,0 6.5 "1.1
13.0 4.7 0.. 8
E: IP* s u FC E::: if- if IE: SMI T s
LAKE MEAD STATION EC*
DATE 05 ..... 19-88 TIME 1040
AIR TEMPERATURE 25., 50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --J. „ 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, WINDY 17 MPI-I (M>













1 0 . 0
i .;. ,. o
12.0
.1 3 ,. 0
1 4- „ 0
i 5 „ 0
1 6 . 0
1 7 „ 0
1 S » 0
19,0
20 . 0















/•^  -i /i ;-i
,ti'. i. a *T '-— '
21 ,,47
••"\ ft '*"*
































1 1 . 02
1 1 „ 1 0
1 1 . 06
10,, 93




1 1 . 35
1 1 „ 75
1 1 . 28










— p r-_i -7-
7.05
6.94








•-J „ / .£.
c:' n / '







































- 1 „ 00
- 1 . 00
-1 .00
;L, 00










— 1 „ 00
-1 ,. 00
-1.00
-- 1 ., 00





— 1 4 0 0
- 1 . 00
••- 1 „ 00
-1 . 00
- 1 . 00




- 1 . 00
!; ...... i e 8 ..... « ""r SE: x T i: M c T i: o ir-ii
IF- !]--» Y s i c: ^  iL. 5-1 IE: ft s L.J F; EZ M IE: IIM T o
LAKE MEAD STATION EC 4
DATE 05-19-33 TINE 1040
AIR TEMPERATURE 25.50 DEGREES
LAKE-: ELEVATION ..... 1.00 FEET






















j. 4 ,. 0
6.4
LIGHT EXTINCTION
"/. TRANSM.l ! ItD
1 00 ,. 0
32,, 3
30 . 6
1 8 . 1





!F' !l • -J Y S3 X C«-: :;!i 1_ ii IE A £51 3 iR ElI IIEEIIN!
LAKE MEAD STATION EC3 C
DATE '05-19-88 TIME:: 1.110
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1,00 FEET














1 0 u 0
1 1 a 0
1 2 „ 0
1 3 ... 0
1 4 , 0
15-0


























































































1 .' •t ,';O .1 L1
1 •( T~>










































« :r €3 a ii "T EE: x T x M c T i o r--.i
• S- IIY S I C ft (L... S '!! EZ A S LJIR EEIS II BET ^ -J "
LAKE MEAD STATION EC3--C
DATE 05-19-88 TIME 1110
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, WINDY 12 MPH (!MW) "





















s :n: c ^  j i i BE: ft s u R; IE: ir-- ? EE 5--.ii T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-N
DATE 05-19 38 TIME 1130
AIR TEMPERATURE -1,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "-1"
















































































































































































































TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.

















































































IF" is i! Y s i: c iA s..._ M ;E: .A s u Rt: MI E: IMI T s
LAKE MEAD STATION EC2--C
DATE 05-19-88 TIME 1215
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. WINDY 14 MPH (IMW) "
SECCHI 1.10 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE -OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
M DEGREES C MG/L M.ICRG-M/CM STANDARD
0.0 22.71 13.94 1167 8,67
1.0 22.63 13.31 1172 B.65
O »•"> •", '""i f ("• 1 ~r ~* 1 -\ / ~r o '' •™^
*.,. U .iZ-uOV 1 •-;,« ~'6 lloo t)» o.c.
3.0 22,50 12,47 1222 8,49
4.0 22.38 11.50 1192 3.47
5.0 21.63 10.55 1107 . 8,44
6.0 22.16 9.00 1399 3.14
7.0 22,. 15 7,95 1490 S.01
8,0 21.86 6.SO 1640 7,75
9.0 21,11 5.93 1630 7 ,,63
.10.0 21,48 6.33 1S30 7.61
11.0 21,10 6.10 1840 7 ,,59
L_ :i GiH'T IE: x ~r i: INI err i on «
IF' l-l Y £3 I C iP» L_ M IE: iAi S l.J FC EEIMl EE I'vil T O
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 05-19--SS TIME 1213
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY 14 MPH CIMW) "
SECCHI 1.10 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIBUT EXTINCTION
M UE./CW-2 7. TRANSMITTED
0» 0 970,. 0 100.. 0
1.0 140.0 14.4
2.0 IS.0 1.9
3. 0 1, 0 0,, .1.






























"H TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.







































































































































































































































:F" (I a "•'»'" S i: c .Ai iL, it •" s IE;: IP* '3 ;i s R- IE: j ii E:: r-. i "r s
LAKE i-IEAO STATION BC8







































































































2 1 „ 05
20:, 43
1 7 , S 4
1 7 . 3 1
1 7 , 0 1
1 6 „ 50
















1 4 . 40
1 4 , 1 e
1 4 „ 06
13,43
1 2 ,. 9 3
12 ,,48
12., 25
1 1 ., 97
1 1 . 78
.! 1 ., 6 1
1 1 . 55
.'. 1 , 45
1 1 , '37
.i. J. u .J. ';:;;•
1 1 ,. 25
1 1., 2.1.










































































































,— -; -sc; .^ ji
822










































































































































.L.. r on »T" E-: x "T :i svrc: "r i: OIM
F"" 3 3 V S Z C: »=i L... J""•! El" ift S U I-:1 ££ 'M JIEI rj T":;
LAKE MEAD STATION DCS
DATE 05-26 SG TIME O700
AIR TEMPERATURE 25,, 50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -J..OO FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE (£} "
GECCHI 6, :l,0 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM--2 7. TRANSMITTED
0.0 400. 0 .100... 0
1.0 23 0 „ l J 5 ~"., I:"i
3.0 100.0 25,0
4 -v 0 5 S „ C; 14 „ 5
5,= 0 40, 0 10« 0
7 „ t J 19 „ 0 4., S
5 „ 0 14 „ 0 3,5
?. 0 10, 0 2 „ 5
10 ,,0 7 „ 2 1 „ 8
11.0 5.3 i.,3
12., 0 3,. &
LAKE HEAD STATION BC5
DATE 05 26 88 TIME C:S30
AIR TEMPERATURE 26 ,,00 DEGREES













1 0 „ 0
:!. j. „ 0
1 2 ,. 0
i 3 „ 0
.1. 4 , 0
1 5 „ 0
1 6 . 0
:!. 7 „ 0
i 3 . 0
1 9 „ 0

















WhPilHLK "CLEAR,, BREEZE U::. > "
GECCHJ 3,60 METERS














.1. 6 „ 1 9
16,02
.!. Li? w V o
15.71
15,, 55
•* trr /i v.:r
15, 42
15.24





1 4 „ 72
.14. 45
J. '-I' ;, 2 •-'







1 2 „ 2 J.
12., 08
MS/I... ?
1 1 „ 1 3
1 1 :, 1 6
1 1 . 20
1 1 ,: 1 8
10,, 98
10,, 75
1 .!. „ 1 6
1 1 „ 40
;!. 0 „ 7 1























. 7 ., 1 4 '










































V F . H „
STANDARD
— I. „ 00
•- .1. „ 00
- 1 ., 00
~- 1 .. 0 0
-I . 00
- :!. . 00
1 :, 00






~ i „ 00
- i . oo
- 1. . 00
-1 . 00
- j. „ 00
— 1 . OO
•- 1 , 00
— ;[ . \"i("i
— 1 . 0 0
-1 „ 00
- 1 ., 00
-1.00
- 1 „ 00
- 1 , 00
-1 •, 00
~ 1 „ 00
•"• i . 00
.1. , oo
•••- 1 „ 00
i .. oo





;: ........ i iEiij ..... IT IE;-; x T :i i '••••: c: T" z o !
"v " s i: c: ft L... r- » E:: IP* S «...
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3
DATS: 05-26--ee TIME
AIR TEMF'ERATURE 26 .00 DEGRESS
LAK:E ELEVATTOI-.S -i.oo FEET
W-IATHER "CLEAR,, 3REEZE (E) "
3ECCH1 3.60 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT I
M !.JE /CM"' -2
0. 0 4 :rO,, 0
1.0 230,, 0
2 „ 0 :L 1 0 ,, 0
3. 0 63,, 0
4U 0 40 . 0
5. 0 23,, 0
a „ o- i 6 „ o
7 „ 0 1 0 . 0
S . 0 6 , 13
9 „ 0 4 „ 3
...IGHT EXTINCTION
% TRANSMITTED
1 Of; .. O
52 „ 3
25 „ 0




















1 0 „ 0
1 1 „ 0
1 2 , 0
1 3 . 0
1 4 „ 0
1 5 , 0
1 6 „ 0
1 7 „ 0
18.0
1 9 . 0
20,, O
2 1 . 0
22.. 0
23 « O







3 1 , 0



















































































































: 28 ,,00 DEGREES
1,00 FEET-
BREEZE 7 MPH (El) "















































































































































L... I CBS FT" EEIX: "T" I. IMC'T" T OiC'M
L.AK:E HEAD STATION ec4
DATE 05-26--33 TIME 0930
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATIOM -.1... 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 7 MPH (E)"
SECCHI 1,,30 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT' LIGHT EXTINCTION
f'i UE/CK""?. % TRANSMITTED
0,. 0 580., 0 100, 0
1 «0 130,, 0 3.!. . '0
2„ 0 7 2 ,. 0
3.. 0 31 ., 0 5. 3
4. 0 16., 0 2, 8
5,, 0 3.5 1,5
6., 0 5-4 0 „ 9
F" • J-HI "••>• "s i o >Pn L...
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C

















































1 6 ., 2 9







1 3 „ 1 1
12., 68
1 1 „ 45
9,71
B „ 4 :!.
7,, 24
7,50












IMDY 12 MPH <;E>














1 '-> -l '
.t ~i.. .!. O
1155
1 1 1 8
1073
1060












































i ...... i: f3.:Hrr E=: x T" i: ^ jcrr i: or-i
I "V £3 i: C ft L. 3-1 EI ft E5 4 ...... J F-L' El II ...... !l IIEI f '4 ~|~
LA;<:E MEAD STATION EC 3 ..... c
DATE 05 ..... 26-38 TIME 1000
AIR TEMPERATURE 29,. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION ..... 1,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR., WINDY 12 liFi-l (E) "
SECCi-II 1 ,,25 METERS
D E !::' T H L I G i-! T
M UE/CM'V2






















ii ""i EZ ii=K s 'i .»iR IE; 'ivi IE: if-,.a T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-N
DATE 05-26 B3 TIME 1015
AIR TEMPERATURE - 1 ,. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -:l,. 00 FEET
WEATHER "-•-!"
SECCHI 1.. 25 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H,,




































































































































































LAKE HEAD STATION 3C3-S
DATE 05 -2 6 ..... 88 TIME 1025
AIR TEMPERATURE -1,00 DEGREES





















































































































































































































F-• ii i" i"' s i: o j"::' •» L... i ;i HE: ift E> «.....? F- E: 11 y IE: SM -r s
LAKE MEAD STATION EC2-C
DATE 05--26-3B TIME 1035
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. WINDY 17 MPH < £ > "
8ECCH.I i. 10 METERS.
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEM CONDUCTIVITY P.H,.

















































































































































L- I GMT" El XT X iNIG'T I aUNl
y-i EE: P* s u IR E M EI KII T s
LAKE- MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 05-26--SS TIME 1035
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR., WINDY 17 MPH (E) "
SECCHI 1. 10 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM-'"2 'L TRANSMITTED
0 . 0 730 . 0 1 00 . 0
1.0 120.0 15,. 4
2 ., O 2 1 , 0 2 „ 7
3 » 0 9.4 1 . 2
4 ., 0 2.2 0 . 3
F-- ii-ii v s i: c n--i L M EI tp* s t J F<-: ;E: 11 11 HE: n xi T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-M
DATE 05-26-8B TIME 1100
SECCHI 1.20 METERS












1 0 „ 0






**n *T "T —.''












1 1 . 24
9 . 0 1
7.65
6 . 53

















F-" i-~3 '•'.••" £3. :i c: ft IL.. 3 -• ;i E:: « s u FI: E:: r-1! E~: j
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-K
DATE 05--26 8S TIME 1106
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -•:!.. 00 FEET
WEATHER "-1"


























































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 23,. 50 DEGREES CO
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"













1 0 » 0
1 :l. ,. 0
1 2 . 0
1 3 . 0
1 4 , 0
1 5 „ 0
.'. 6 „ 0
1 7 u 0
1 B „ 0
1 9 . 0
20,, 0

















!':."'. J .: ' '.."'
"7O r";
.... ,... ^  Ci
80 , 0
85,, 0
9 0 ,. 0
r?3,, 0




2 :!. ,. 4 1










1 S „ 2 1
17.. 93
17.71
1 7 . 3 4











J. Af ii '"I- .•'




.1. 3 ,, 6 4
1 2 „ 86
1 2 „ 4 9
12,, 00
1 .1. , 98
1 1 ., 87'
-i •! ;'_ —y
1 1 „ 62
A 1 ., 52
i 1 . 4.4
j. 1 , 4 1
1 1 , 33
1 1 „ 29






1 1 ,. 00
10 ,,93
10.96





1 0 . 62
1 0 „ 37















r", a i"". '—V








{'.'.'.* .1 ..-' i..>















oo c:- 6 „ ._' "/
336 3. 60














842 8 . 29
B42 3,26



















,— , .-- \, .-v ."•-, ,--,
O i;l. ..:'. / .1 7 "/
810 7: .99
8 15 3 „ 00
81 6 8 , 00
I,., i: IB* ST"
F::" 3 II V S "I. C ift II M El if--"* S LJ R; itE M El «^ 3 T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BCS
DATE 06 02-88 TIME 0312













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































L._ :i: eii B~r E: :x: T" i: r^OTr :i OINS
IF" IHIY S I C «. II..... (Ml EL ,A S LJ F: EEII 3 SEE INS T" E3
LAKE HEAD STATION BC£
DATE 0&--02-3S TIME 0942
AIR TEMPERATURE 23,90 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 0 5 MPH (E) "



























S 1 0 „ 0
390 1. 0
1 3 0 ii 0





1 0 ,- 0
9 „ 5
6 u 6













.1: -i EE: , i ..... 5 R: ;E: MI E: M T
DEPTH '
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 06-02 88 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 25.20 DEGREES <C>
WEATHER "CLEAR,. BREEZE 0-5 MPH (E) "
SECCHI 3, 10 METERS





























































































































































































































































































































L. :r o ii ...... ii T IE;: x T z !r--;i c: ir i: o MI
LAI^ ::E MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 06-02--88 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 25 ,,20 DEGREES CO
WEATHER "CLEAR,. BREEZE 0 ..... 5 MPH (E5 "
SEC CHI 3,, 10 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M IJE/CM-'-2 % TRANSMITTED
0,, O 730,. 0 1 00 « 0
1.0 450.0 157,7
2,. 0 240, 0 30., 3
3.0 140,. 0 17. '~
4 , 0 7 3 « 0 9 ., 4
5. 0 45. 0 5., 3
6,,0 2S,,0
7 . 0 i 6 . 0
5 „ 0 5 . 0
'»••" E3 i: iC: ,-ft L... ii 1) IE *::-'« S .'I J f~< El ?' I El Jvj ~T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3--C
DATE 06-02-8S TIME .1113
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 0-5 iy!PH CE.> "
SECCHI .1. .75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CGMDIJCTIVITY P.H.
































































































































































L_. I G 8 •» T" El" X ~T 'I. ?•••* C T" Z O IfNi
!h II "i S i: C ft 1 IM El A O Ul R EL M IE! I II T" '•!
LAKE: MEAD STATION BC3--C
DATE 06-02 8S TI!"!E 1115
AIR TEMPERATURE 26,. 00 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 0-5 MPH ;E> '
SECCrll 1,. 75 METERS
DEPTH LIS3HT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M !JE/CM-'-2 % TRANSMITTED
0. 0 800.0 100.C
1. 0 410, 0 5 it ,. 3
2,, 0 200 .• 0 25. 0
3., 0 100» 0 .12.5
4,,0 46.0 5-S
5.0 24,, 0
6 „ 0 13 „ 0
7.0 6.1
i c:;. AI L M ,H: *-:'s s * :' '>'--.: E: !f"i IE: r..« T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BCJ-N
D A T £ 0 6 ••- 0 2 B 8 "I" IIIE :l .1.3 0
SECCHI METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CGNDUCT IVITY P. !•••!.




























































































































































T I M E 1.150




































































































































































!F- it--il V S3 X O K=J it,.... MB El ,A. S U F-: EL" S 11 SET IM! "3" 3
LAKE MEAD STATION 8C2--C
DATE 06--02-8S TIME 12:1.0
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.50 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 5-7 MPH (E) "
SECCHI 1,70 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.














































































1 .1 / /'
1313
1 433






























L_ i e a- ..... s IE: x ~r x o M




































































2 1 . 78
21.29
2.0 . 93
2 1 . 25
21 . 20
2 1 . 50
20.93
20,45

















































7 . 7 1





AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION •-:!.„ 00 FEET
WEATHER "~1"



































































































































F' J II'Y S I C rt-~'« I S-'J SET iP« S!)..J F* IE !i-!l EL' DM "F S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3
DATE 06-09 83 TIME 0910
AIR TEMPERATURE 23., 50 DEGREES
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"













i 0 „ 0
:l .1 , 0
1 2 ., 0
1 3 ,.. 0
1 4 * 0
15,, 0
1 6 „ 0
17.0
18. 0
' 1 9 „ 0
20,, 0















6 0 „ 0
o 5 „ ill
70 , 0
















J. / 0 .<™ /
18,94
16.31


















J. 4 „ 1 3





:!. 1 . 98
.!. 1 ., 83
•1 -1 .- f\[ .1 „ OO
1 1 „ 53
1 1 . 48
:l. ;!. .. 42
1 1 . 35
1 1 , 3 1
1 1 , 29
OX YBEN CONDUCT I V I TV
MG/L MICRO MY CM
1 0 „ 1 3
10., 13




1 0 „ 33
1 0 . 38
1 0 , 35
.1.0, 34
10,43
1 0 „ 4 1




















8 . 4 1




































































R „ '"• "'
S . 52




























"•r i-\"/ . :' ....'
7 . 9 6
7.97
7 . 9 7
7 ,,97
7 ,,97
L... I Gff ..... FT IE X T I! !NiOT" X OB ...... II
=> !H] v- £3 I C ft l_ 11 ..... 11 E ft O ILI R: El ,'M IE N T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BCB
DATE 06-09-B8 TIME 0910
AIR TEMPERATURE 23 ,,50 DEGREES CO
WEATHER "CLEAR. CALM"

























































































Y s :i c;: /-*•% ;L... M s:z .A s u iR: EE r-:i E: JNI T E>
L.AKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 06-09 88 IIHE 1005
AIR TEMPERATURE 24-50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET














1 0 .. 0
1 1 , 0
1 2 ,, 0
13.0
14,,0
1 5 :: 0
1 6 . 0
1 7 , 0
13.0
i 9 . 0
20 . 0

















.-, r-j -r .,
i^ . .it. u >._> .!.





















1 4 „ 92
14.73
1 4 . 59
14.42





•| -y in:; -7
J. •.-• a i.J .'




J. 0 . 62
1 0 , 63
10. 25






































































































i- i e ii a T IE x T x ih-ii c T i: o rvj
F-" li-ll Y S I C rfE* L._ M E *P« S LJ R: E Mi iE£ II'MI ~T £3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 06-09-38 TIME IOCS
AIR TEMPERATURE 24-50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -:L, 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 5 MPH (E)"
SECCHI 2,23 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
1-1 UE/CM-'"2 "A TRANSMITTED
Cu 0 7SO u 0 100.., 0
1 „ 0 320 ,,0 41,0
2,0 150,,0 19,. 2
3,0 86.0 11.0
4., C) 52 „ 0 6 „ 7
5., 0 32,0 4..I.
6. 0 21. 0
7.0 13.0
S „ 0 8., 2
CJ (~\ er
/ .. '-• i_' n I.-'
B I C fi /!_. M E: .A E5 LJ R El r-1 ET«'--} T" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
















1 0 „ 0
:i. i . o
1 2 . 0
13.0
14.0
1 5 . 0
1 6 ., 0




















o •";> [^. i
.22 w 3.2









































































































































.' * / /
L... i: e iHi ™r IE:::: x T i: r-i c:. T i: o nxi
IF=- !i--i •v s i: c. <p» a ii"" s E:: rt s L J IR: IE: M E: M ~r s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 06-09-88 TIME 1045
AIR TEMPERATURE 2,b.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET

































.1 v 1 .
0.3
LAKE HEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 06--09--B8 TXhE 1.130
AIR TEMPERATURE 27,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE 6 MPH (E)"
SECCHI 0.90 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F,,H,,






















































































































































































L_. i G» rr IB: x T" i: MOT" ;i G^MI
-HI V" E> I C iA L M IB! A 3 U F";: E Mi E-I M T"
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 06-09-63 TIME J. 130
A IF? TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION :!.., 00 FEET













2 1 0 . 0
57, , 0
23.0




:l. OO ,. 0
/-I "T /





F=- 3-il Y S I C A I!..... 1 .1 El £=> 53 LJ R E H iEI |vj T 3
LAKE I'lEAD STATION BC3--N
DATE 06 09 88 TIME 1 150
AIR TEMPERATURE -J. . OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --I., 00 FEET
WEATHER "-I"
SEC CHI .!. ,,00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY




















































































































































F-• ii-~e Y s :i c if »<i L r- i) E: «•-»« s LJ IR: E: ;M ;E: IM ir s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 S
DATE 06 09-88 TIME 1210






























































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE 3 MPH (E)"
SECCHI 0.SO METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT IVI TV P,,H.,














































































































L. Z €3 !i--ll "I" El X T Z B'".l C T X O INI
F" HI V S Z C «i I_ IMI E .A 3 U !R E£ IM E M TT S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 06-09-BB TIME 1235
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE '5 MPH (E) "
SECCH.I 0.80 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 "A TRANSMITTED
0. 0 880,, 0 ' 100. 0
1.0 220., 0 25 ,,0
2,. 0 46,0 5,2
3.0 25,, 0 2.8
4,,0 9,4 1,1
5.0 3.3 0.4
IF" M Y S I C iA L... M EZ rt S LJ R EEIM El K
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-N
DATE 06-09-88 TIME 1300
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES















































































































































"H TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY

























































































































































1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
12.0
1 3 „ 0
1 4 » O
3. 5 „ 0
1 6 „ 0
1 7 . 0
13.0






































1 9 . 32
1 3 „ 50
18 ,,20
1 3 . 07
17.72
1 7 , 35
1 7 . 02
16, 30
16.52




1 5 . 53
15,43
•i r,r.: ••">/;






1 4 . 56
14,06
1 3 ,. 53
12.89
1 2 . 40
12.20
1 2 . 02
J. 1 . 87
1 1 . 75
1 1 .. 63
1 1 , 57
1 1 „ 49
1 1 . 45













1 1 . 09
10.92
10.93




1 0 . 39




















9 . 1 1
<:;, 12
9.18






















































- 1 „ 00
-• 1 . 00
-- 1 - 00
•-1 . 00
••- 1 . 00
--1 , 00
— .1 ., 00
- i . oo
- 1 . 00
-•• 1 . 00
•••-i . oo




-- 1 . 00
-• 1 . 00
- 1 , 00
-•1.00
- 1 , 00
••- 1 . 00
-1.00
••- 1 . 00
•- 1 . 00
-1 . 00
-• 1 „ 00
1 ., 00
-1 ., 00





-• 1 . 00
J. „ 00
•••• 1 , 00
-1 . 00
— j. „ 00




L. I i[3I- ..... !I"T' E:X T" X MOT I OIN!
::: M ||:E; fv|| T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BCS
DATE 06--:l.iS ..... 38 TIME 0730
AIR TEMPERATURE 24,. 30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -:l,,00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, BREEZE 5 MPH t'NW!
3ECCHI 4,00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/Cir-2 '/. TRANSMITTED
0, 0 310. 0 100. 0
1., 0 170.0 54.3
2.0 100,0 32,3
3,0 83.0 26,8
4 „ 0 55 . 0 17 ,7
5,0 39,0 12.. A
6.0 27=0 £3.7
7.0 • 1S.O 5,, 8
S.O 13.0 4,2
9 „ 0 7.5 2.4
1 0 . 0 4 „ 3 :!. . 4
1 1 « 0 '3.0 1 . 0
IF" * 1! V" S I! C Ai L._ K"1 E~: iPn 3 L J 1R El Ml CI r-1! T" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 06--16-88 TIME 0900
AIR TEMPERATURE 25.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1..00 FEET














1 0 . 0
11,0
1 2 . 0
i 3 , 0
14.0
1 5 . 0
16.0
1 7 ,. 0
1 8 „ 0
































1 9 . 33
19. 03
1 3 „ 20
17. 89


















1 3 . 27
12.99
1 2 „ 73
12.56
12.51
>'"> 'if '. ,-• f-M— v, t






.1 1 , 33


















7 u jZ 3
























































F „ H .
STANDARD
-- 1 „ OO
- 1 . 00




- 1 , 00
-1 „ 00
- 1 . 00
- 1 . 00
- 1 . 00
- 1 . 00
-i . oo
- 1 , 00
-1 „ OO
1 „ 00
- 1 . 00
- 1 , 00
••-• 1 . 00
•- 1 , 00
-1.00
- 1 . 00
- 1 . 00
- 1 . 00
- 1 . 00
•- 1 , 00
- 1 „ 00
- 1 , 00
-1.. 00
- 1 . 00
~ 1 . 00
••- 1 , 00
- 1 . 00
— 1 . 00
-1,. 00
••- 1 ., 00
— 1 . 00
— .[ „ 00
i_ IE o n T EI x T i: j-j c; ~r i o INB
IF- I!-! v" s x c ft R »•-• o EE: /A s> «...ji IR E: i n iz f--1 T s
LAKE MEAD . STATION EC5
DATE 06-16-88 TIME 0900
AIR TEMPERATURE 25.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET-
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY., BREEZE (SE) "
SECCHI 2,00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 % TRANSMITTED
0,, 0 540., 0 100. 0
1.0 230.0 42.6




6.0 7,, 7 1.4
7. 0 4 „ 7 0. 9
LAKE MEAD S"ATTON BC4
DATE 06-.16 38 TIME 0933
IR TEMPERATURE: 27,50 DEGREES (c:>
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, BREEZE (SE) "













.1 0 . 0
1 i . o
1 •", .-•.
.!. .I.-;, it •-.>
1 3 , 0
.1 4 ., 0
15,0
.1 6 „ 0
17. 0
18, 0













3 1 u 0






'';•> '•" ••"' ~r
23 ,,00
23 ,,3. i
2 1 ., 66









1 6 „ 58





1 5 . 50
15.20
15,09










i 3 „ 1 0
•1 -"\r ,•
.1 i1. . .•' O
12 ,.20
1 1 „ 68



























































































L... i: OI--JT" E::x T" x sv;icrr T OKII
••-.» v s x c •--!! L. iM! IE: ;pk s u Ft EE r-i EE s\1 T~ :E
LAKE MEAD STATION 8C4
DATE 06--16--38 TIME 0935
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.50 DEGREES (C)

































































-1V S 1" C iA L.- .J""'!! El ..A S I......' IR EE J-"1I IB: IM "T" S
LAKE HEAD STATION BC3--C
DATE 06 16 S3 TINE 1013
A IF? TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION •- I. „ 00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY., BREEZE (E) "
SECCrll 1., 30 METERS













1 0 ., 0
1 1 „ 0
1 2 ,, 0
1 3 . 0
1 4 ,, 0
j. 5 . 0











































-J K '7 6
5,, 32























.f. .ii*. (ill' '....l
1202
1031










































« ....... :r 01 ...... HT ;E: x "i" x MI err i OIM
IF" I ..... II Y £3 Z C.1. ft I-. M El ,Pf, S I..J FV EE I'-l! !EI fvll T"
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
AIR TEMPERATURE 29 ,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -•!„ 00 FEET












1 50 „ 0
35 ,-, 0











iF" H V S X C & I 'i i! El iP» £3I II F~: El,1 (i El «xj T 5
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-M
DATE 06--16-88 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE -1,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -.KOO FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. BREEZE (E)"
SECClif ;[,. 40 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.


























































































































































































~" '-ii \"' s i c ft I... M IE: ft s L.JI R EI i"i IE: r\ ~r s
LAKE HEAD STATION BC3--5
DATE 06--16-B8 TIME' 1145
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION •-1,,00 FEET




































.j.%! L ".' a
24,,
'~, ,-,

























OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P;, H.,
MG/L MICRO--M/CH 3TANDAF
12. 62 1236 1.00

















































































AIR TEMPERATURE 37.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET-



































































































































































L_. z on ii~r E-:: x"T" :i racry
F::" IH Y s :i«::;: ft i r" .1 EI ft £3 LJ FS EI M EI M i"
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 06-16 88 TIME 1300
AIR TEMPERATURE 37.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, BREEZE (E) "
SECCHI 0,20 METERS
DEPTH LIBUT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM'"-2 7. TRANSMITTED
0,. 0 750.0 100. 0
i.0 . 63„0 S»4
2.0 16.0 2,1
3.0 6,, 8 0.9
F:" II- ..... 1 Y S I! O ft L. Ml IE ft © U R E: f ..... II E: KII T S
LAKE MEAD
DATE 06-16-38 TIME 1.140
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
























































































































;F- i-1 Y s :i c jft IL... 3 ii EE: ft s L.J R: E: M E:I
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-S
DATE 06-16-88 TIME 1200
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -i.OO FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY,. 17 MPM (E) "













:!. 0 „ 0
























































































'"11 •" S X C iA L.. r"«Elrt SI P R: IE lMI iEE
LAKE MEAD STATEON DCS
DATE 06-24-EB TIME 0845
AIR TEHPERATURE 30 ,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST, CALM"













1 0 ;, 0
1 1 , 0
1 2 . 0
1 3 . 0
:!. 4 ., 0
1 5 . 0
i 6 . 0
i 7 „ 0
1 S „ 0
19.0
20 „ 0























1 00 . 0
26 ,,64
26,, 62
--- \ '-t /
i.D » .,it'/












1 8 „ S 1
IS. 66











1 4 . 9 1
1 4 „ SO
-i ft "t f\ 4 „ / oi.
1 4 . 36
13,90
1 -T" '-t n
\ •».' « .;,. :~
12.83 .
12,, 40
1 2 a J. (b
t i .'"\"r
.1. .1. „ "/ /
1 1 . S4
1 !. „ 77
1 1 . 66
1. 1 ,, 57
11., 49
1 .!. , 44











1 0 „ 1 6
1 0 . 55
10. 14
10,, 07
1 0 . 1 4











ri *-% r^o e *:. ~y
p 1 9

















c> . .^. a
8, 29
.'~1 -r -»





































































<~* l~'' r"i0 . A'. O
3.17
S, 16




















7 ., <•> ",'
.... ^ (..,...,.
L_ :i e ?< )i "T" E: x T" i: !?"•..« c ~r i: o IMI
' If !l V £5 i: C ft !_.. M El ft S I..J IF:: El M IE: M T"
LAKE MEAD STATION BC8
DATE 06-24 88 TIME 0345
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST. CALM"
BECCHI 4,00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTIiMCTION
M UE/Cfr-2 % TRANSMITTED
0.0 220.0 100.0
1. 0 110. 0 50,. 0
2.0 74.0 33.6
3,,0 57,0 25 ,,9
4. 0 41 „ 0 1S. 6
5. 0 31 , 0 14., 1
6.0 24,0 10., 9
7„ 0 17,0 7,7
S.O 12:, 0 5.5
9.0 7,2 3.3
10 „ 0 4., 7 2,, i
11.0 3.2 1.5
12.0 2.1 -1.0
i; c ,PI, 'i. .... r-;i ;E: ,ft .13 u F\ EZ ir -i IE
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 06 ..... 24--3B TIME 0945
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEGREES <o
WEATHER "CLOUDY, CALM"
SECCHI 1.75 METERS













1 0 , 0
11,0
1 2 . 0
i 3 , 0
1 4 „ 0
1 5 .. 0
1 6 , 0
:!. 7 „ o
1 3 B 0
1 9 , 0
20. 0


























24 :, .1. 9
.1^. --.- ti c> ••.';•
23 ,,02
22 „ 41







•t —r .1 ";'•




1 6 „ 1 7
15.76

















1 2 „ 03
11.42
1 J. » 1 8
1 1 „ 25
10,, 40
9,62
•T T f A











.••i — y --•


































































































7 ., 7 A
"7 '7 A
'7 "7 .Lf t : u.1
L... i: G» in~ IE: x nr i: n vii cnr i: OM
F> I-il V S I C *=k L... li I) !E! *--1. S U R: EE ,MI IE! fvH T
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 06-24-88 TIME 0943

























































IF- a- ii Y 5 X C *=>r 1 S J ££ ft S J.J Fx IE li ! E
LAKE MEAD STATION EC4
DATE 06-24-88 TIME 1020
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
















1 1 „ 0
1 2 „ 0
J. 3 . 0
1 4 . 0






























f 1 •! «s;
.i. .1 u .1. -_J
20. 30
1 9 . 72
•| O '-MST
J. 7 . Ji. ;J
1 O <T5«"J. O » D •_'
13,, 62
1 S „ 3 1
17.81
17.19















•i '"i r*> '~yj. j. .. "? /
12 ,,40
1 1 „ 93
1 1 „ 27
1 0 „ 0 1
9 „ 39
8,. 70




























































































ii i: GI--IIT EZ X "T J. J'vii C T I. OM
F:" !H Y 3 X C A L._ M El iA SI U F3 El 11 11 !E£ M T
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 06-24-88 TIME 1020
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -i.oo FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST. CALM"






























































B--I ""a"" S- :i O ft !L_ IM E." >.=» E31J F* IE: Ml El <l"
LAKE MEAD STATION EC3--C
DATE 06-24-83 TIME 1053
AIR TEMPERATURE 35,00 DEGREES









































TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F-M-L

























































































































L.. i: o ii-ii "r EZ x T :i ;;••••!! c T" :i o ir--.ii
• HI Y S 1 C ift L... Mi El >ft © LJ R.1 E M IE{: BNI T" £
LAKE HEAD STATION DC3 ..... C
DATE 06--.24-8I3 TINS 1055
AIF^ TEMPERATURE 35.00 DEGREES











.1 90 . 0





1 00 . 0
1 6 „ 3
:.'.' -- *'•!*
0 . 8







AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES





















































































































































































































































0 , 1 3
0 . 00
0 . 0 0
•1.00 DEGREES







































IF-- SHI Y s :i c iAij|_. if :i IE: A s u IR: IEIir-n IB:M~r s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE: 06--24 SB TIME 1130
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -i«00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, CALM"
SECCHI 0.75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P,H,,













































































































EE: x ~r i" I'-i c T" :.i o w
































































































































































IF" !i- •»V" 3 I C *A L. M E -A £3 fl-J R El IT"
LAKE MEAD STATION DC2-3
DATE 06-24 G3 TIME 1200
AIR TEMPERATURE -1,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY:, BREEZE (S) "
SECCHI 0,80 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.I-L











































































































I. „ 00 FEET
DEPTH










1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 „ 0
1 3 . 0
1 4 „ 0




1 9 „ 0
20,, 0



























































































































































































































•vEEIE 10 !'•'! PH (
3,, 73 METER;:;
CGMDIJCTIVITV


















































8 .. 4 1
3 „ 4 1
8 . 4 1
8 ,, 4 1
8 „ 4 J.
8 .. 4 :.'.
8,, 41
3. 40
o „ .. J 3
C> :l --.' ''T
8 ,,33 '
B . 2i 3
p.,, ''';<";
3 ,,25
8 „ 2 4
8 „ 1 3
3 :, 1 6
8 „ :!. 4








"7 ^  0 7.;
7 ,. 9 2
7,, 92
•;.* c:- "i;
7 ..- 9 0
7 j 8 9
.-". r-,







7 , -} 1
..., ...^.^
7 „ 93
L ....... I G 3 ..... !! T"
IF- HI "y 'S :i:
EL" X: ~1" X II ...... P C "T 1 O IT-.,!
I) -"ii IE: .<PU ES L ji R: IE: n ..... s ICE r ••• a ~r s
LAKE HEAD
DATE 06 ..... 30 ..... 8S
STATION BC3
TIME 0943
AIR TEMPERATURE 32,, f>0 DEGREES?
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET



































6 G 0 „ 0
40 0,, 0
250,, 0
1 30 „ 0





2 "< .. f"!
1 5 ., 0



































i ' ,1 ...... a EE: n-"'» s L..I F;.: IIEZ ir-i E:
LAKE MEAD
DATE 06 ..... 30-88
STATION 3C5
TIME 1100
AIR TEMPERATURE 33 ,,30 DEGREES
















i 1 „ 0






1 8 ., 0






























2 3 H 5 15

















1 5 „ 1 3
14,95
14,66









































ib ., O ^i
'"'.'.' .. O "/
6 „ V ..'.'•
6,57






































































7 w /•'•-, 7





/ II / -.':
7,. 68
12,, 42 7.69
L. 1 G it-ii ~F EI X: "'I I ,?'J C.': "T J. €3 ING
F:" (HI Y S "I. C «':-n 9 M 3± A 13 1 H F: EE it"" II IE." HM! "T 3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3
DATE 06--30-8S TIME 1.100
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.50 DEGREES
























2 1 „ 0


















;!""•• ,n i "V s :i c ,AIL_ M EZ *•'-» s L.J R: E=: «• i ci i-.j ~r s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 06-30-88 TIME 1130
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --1,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"














1 1 „ 0
12,. 0
1 3 » 0
14.0
15.0
i 6 « 0
J.7,,0
i s ,, o
i 9 . 0
20,, 0






'"."' "/ \~\ O !~\. '.._' .-, *-'
2'-? ., o
30 ., 0




















.1 7 . *_ w_*








I rr- r~ /••.:• „ ._i o
1 5 a 33
14., 92
14.77
1 4 . 5 1
•i n ••;•• y
J. '-V ^ •_'.' Q
•I .': ~T rr-




J. 0 . 1 6
1 0 „ 53
10. 06
.1.0 ,,01
9 „ 4 1
Cf "•'.' *7'
























,-r — / '
•_i „ tj6




































































7 ., 6 0
7 „ 6 1
L. i: n3 ii-i) "i" E;;: x i i INI c T i: o
;F:I< it n v 3 :i c .A, i.... M IE:: A s i ii IR: HE: IM IE:
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 06 30 38 TIME 1130
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,,30 DEGREES















































r-n EI *•-•» s R..J Ft ;E: ii ? IE: INI ~r s?
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 06-30 S3 TIME 1200
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -K00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 7 I'lPH (E)"
SECCHI 0,73 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
n DEGREES C MG/L MICRD-H/CM STANDARD
29.11 14,, 69 1000 8.34
28.60 14,, SO 994 a, S3
28.20 12.31 965 8-64
3 „ 0 27„73 9.43 9 97 8,29
4.0 27,91 7,66 1206 7-95
5,0 27 ,,90 7,53 1229 7,91
6..0 27,. SO 7.38 1277 7,37
7,,0 27,73 7.73 1319 7. 90
S,,0 26,, 91 6.16 1293 7,71
9,0 25.82 5,23 1177 7,. 64
10,0 24.BO 7,45 916 8,12
11 . 0 23. 84 3»36 1029 7.57
12„ 0 23,. 38 1.57 1114 7., 34
13.0 22.58 0.48 1157 7,26
14.0 21.36 0.12 1153 7.25
15,0 19.12 0,24 1019 7.27
15,5 18.93 0.17 1022 7.26
L_ .T sunrr E: x nr i: INICT i: ens a
IF' HI V S I.' C iPs. II...... Ml E£ ft 3 HLJIR IE! M EZ IT II "T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 06-30-88 TIME 1200
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION! -1,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 7 MPH (E) "
SECCH1 0.73 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM-2 "A TRANSMITTED
0,, 0 750., 0 100,, 0
1,0 J.80.0 24.0
2,. 0 40.0 5.3
3,. 0 16,0 2. 1
4,0 4., 6 0:, 6
l~-!l Y S I C iA L... 8 II El iA S LJ Ft EL"!! 11 E:I IM1 T S
LAKE HEAD STATION BC3 N
DATE 06--30-88 TIME 1217
AIR TEMPERATURE 1 ,. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -J. .00 FEET
WEATHER "-1"
SEC cm: 0.75 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.





















































































































































































F"' IHi Y S I C ,i"'n L... !M IE u!~'« S LJ !F;: IE:
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-S
DATE 06-30-8S TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE -.1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "-:!."




























































































































































































































































IL._ i: GI j-j T EZ x ~r J. t*-i c T i: o INI
J::> 11-3 Y S II O ft !!._ M CI A S LJ IR El M E IM 1"" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 06--30--B8 TIME 1245
AIR TEMPERATURE 36.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEE-T




























F-- HiY" S .T C AII..... Ml EZ A S !L J Ft IE M IE£ M T EiJ
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-N
DATE 06-30-88 TIME 1305
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES

































































































































" J--i! Y S 3: C iP& L_ Ml El .A 3 LJ R:: El 1-11E:!!
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2--S
DATE 06-30'-38 TIME 1-315
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES




























TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.































































































































































































































j:.! !i... ' C;
T •:'• " •:.:;
T £ " 8
i );:„ (.;'_ I;;™!



















60 " O T
8T " O T
££ " 0 T
S 3 " O T
9 v - O f
60 "0 T







("'.• 'i " •'••
63 ' i: i
0£ " I T
££ " '!. T
6£: " 1 11
Bt- " T !
t/9 " I T
(;^z. " 1 1.
£8 ' T T
3 0 ' 3 T
T 3 ': 3 T
6£ " 3 T
T 6 " 3 T




T 8 " ' b T
£6 " t -T
tO " S T
£ T 'ST
c? "'' " c T
9£"£I
Z9 "ST
Z.S " G T
0£ ° 9 T
T8 °9T
T fr " Z. T
£ 3 " S T






3 T " -b3
TZ. "frS














0 " £ Z.
* . ' ' ) '
0 ' £9















0 " T 3
0 " 03
0 " 6 T
0 " S I
0 • Z. T
;"i '" Q T
0 " S T
0 " -fc- T
0 " £ T.
0 " 3 1
0 " T T
0 " 0 T
0 " 6











S.Vl:113(..i 0£ ' '£ IHuJd
L... i: C3ii -nr F" :x: "i i ;rvjc:::T i CHM









































4 0 0 ,, 0
2 8 0 - 0
160, 0
J. :!. 0 . 0
•~v f~; _••,




1 4 . 0
•i -t /"•.
























v s :i o f-'i i ii-ii IE: ,«, s» »Ft ;E: s n E: i
LAKE MEAD STATION BCS
DATE 07""07~B8 TIME 101.0
AIR TEMPERATURE 32,,50 DEGREES
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"
SECCH.I 1.30 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTTV ITY



























































































































































































































































































































































L. I OS M"" ET.XT I MC?"T T Or-i!
i! i! "Y" S 1 C ji~'ii II.... !!'"! El if:-i S! J R: EE J'"'1 El iC'vl! T S
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07-07 ..... 8B
STATION EC5
TIME 1010
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.50 DEGREES (C">
WEATHEF; "CLEAR,, CALM"
SECCHI :(. ,,50 METEFcS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION


















.1 0 „ 5
6, 7
4.,.Ci;
1JH Y S X C ft il M:!"! f'"\3 -1 ..J FT iEI M EE f'4 "II"" 3
LAKE MEAD STATION 3C4
DATE 07 ""07 88 FINE 1050
A IR T E M P E R A "I" IJ P E 3 6 . 0 0 D E G R: £ E 3 ( C)
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"
3ECCHI 1„50 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P. H,.






























































































































1 .1 „ 84
1 J. . 50
10. 79
:!.0,68

























































































































3 i: G:;I rr EZ x T z i^ cri" :i or»,j
3 i: c ft i. !"••« IB: « s LJ FX: IE: M E: s i ~r TB.
LAKE HEAD STATION EC4
DATE 07-07 88 TI'I'IE 1050
AIR TEMPERATURE 36,,00 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"
SECCHI .1,50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT L.II3HT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 % TRANSMITTED
0 „ 0 730,, 0 1OO. 0




5 „ 0 :!. 0 „ !')
6,,0 4,, 9
;IE: j\.5 ™r s.
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07-07 S3
STATION EC 3 C
TIME 1.133
AIR TEMPERATURE 35,30 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLEAR., WINDY 10 MPH (E) "
SECCHI 0.80 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT IV IT V F,,H,.
!'1 DEGREES C MG/L MICRO M/CM STANDARD





























/ .1 l.'j •--'
7. 42
•:- 3 ......
i... :r: G; ..... nr HE: x T :i rviicrir :i CHIMI




DATE 07 07 3iD
AIR TEIV!!:':'ERATURE 35,, 50 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLEAR,, WINDY 10 MPH (E) "
SECCHI 0,80 METERS
DEPTH LIBUT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/Crf"2 % TRANSMITTED






IF" 3--II "v" S 1 C::: rt L... 3- ;l EZ ..At S « P Ft E™I S il E! INI "I"' S
LAKE MEAD STATIOM BC3 M
DATE 07-07-88 TIME 1150
SECCH.l 0., 90 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H,,











1 0 „ 0
1 1 „ 0
1 2 „ 0
1 3 , C)
14,,0










































































































!F" .1 ii 'v s i c i^ i L- M IE: *•-••* s LJ T< IE: ir-i EE:: J--.J ~r ES
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-3
DATE 07 07 83 TIME 1200
BECCHI 0.90 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE: OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F\H,,

















































































































































" ", ..... 1Y 3 !I O iA IL ..... IM El ,PH S 1 ...... ) F'< EE M IE! INI T S3
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07 ..... 07 ..... 88
STATION BC2-C
TIME 12:1.3
AIR TEMPERATURE 35,70 DEGREES (C)

















































0 X YGEN CONDUCT I V I T' Y
MG/L MICRO-M/CII
1 3 „ 2Ci
,!. 3 . .1 7
13. 12
9 ,. 7 ":|^
7,43
7 :. 39
"7 7"?/ » .-' JL.










































i z C3.i--rr EI x T- i: we T' T o^s
• !l Y S I C A i!...... Ml El i A. £3 LJ F< El I"" ;l E~: 1 "4 "T" S
LAKE HEAD STATION BCI C
DATE 07 07--8E3 TIME 12:1.5
AII':> TEMPERATURE 33,, 70 DEGREES (C)
WEATHER "CLEAR,, WINDY 15 I1PH (E)"
SECCHI 0,, 75 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTIMOTION
H UE/CM-V2 X TRAMBrriTTED
0. 0 850,. 0 100. 0
1 ,, O I BO. 0 21 , 2
2,, 0 49,, 0 -3« 3
3 „ 0 13. 0
4 „ 0 4. 6
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 M
DATE 07"-""'7 ee TIME 1235
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "-1"
SECCHI o,, 75 METE:RS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P,H,,














































•f /"5 ••) "?'


































LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-S
DATE 07 07--88 TIME 1245
AIR TEMPERATURE -:L,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATIOM 1,00 FEET-
WEATHER "--:)."


































































































































































































































































































































i i: Giii- IT" E:'.; '•< T i D--..II i;r; r i: or"..;!
-i "v" s; :i c::: ft...... M U:E /"-h s» s R: ;E: ? « E;I B--J T" -3
LAKE MEAD STATIOM BCS
DATE 07'- j. 4-88 TIME 0920
AIR TEMPERATUh'E 32,00 DEGREES
LAh::E ELH'VATIC|.| •-.!.„ *'.10 FEE"!"
WEATHER " CLEAR .CALT1
SECCril 5,50 METE^'E
DERTH L [(3HT LIGHT EXTIhiCTION









1 "s ("i.. O
10, 0
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-v..> (_ « R' ^  iv ••"" EZ 31 •• i; "r -E:;
LAKE i'lEAD V!"A IMOM BC3--C
DATE 07 ..... 14 ..... 80 TIME .1140
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATIOIJ -1,,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BRSEZE 6 MPH \E) "
SECCMI 1 , 30 METERS
TEMPERATURE G X YGEN CONDUCT I V I TV F ., l-i „






































































1 1 ., 9 1
1 C; „ 4 .1.
9 , •"•? 5
c; -r/..






6 „ 1 1




























































E:I x T" i:. INS err :i O.T
"EJ .1: c »<"* i ........ i vi E: ..« s i ..... i(
LAKf£ MEAD STATION BC3-C
T.[ ME 1 1.40
AIR TEMPERATURE 34,,*">0 DEGREES
LAI<:E EL..EVATION - i .oo F-EET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE 6 I'-JPI-i <:E)
5ECCH1 i. , 5'0 METERS
DEPTH EIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION





r:-: E;: i;-"ii EE: !NB i"" s.
!.... A l< E M E H1- S T t-i 1" 10 M B 0 3 M
DATE 07•-:;••!• EG TIME U50
A . C R TEIIPEFATURE - !. , 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1 „ :)0 F'EET
WEi'VTHER "--.I. "
SECCH i I ., 30 METERS
TEMPERATURE;: OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.. H.














M ,EI i f - - i s LJI R: EI r-n E;: IT•
LAKE! M.EA.O






















































































































P „ H ,
STANDARD
8,, 39
8 „ 6 7





7 „ S 1
7 , 9 J.
7,, 93
/ H / .",
7 „ 7 4.
































& Z O T
9 T 2 T .




































































wa/w-oyoi 'w "i/sui 3 833.yQ.3a w
CdZ!.!..3W 00 "T IHODZIS
H..-JW 3i 3Z33de I:yy3~v;:>,, y;3i-iiy3M




L_ i C3J nr IE; x~r :i s i;cn" i: or-ii
F"« IY 3 I C rt II 8 1 El ft S LJ R: IE: M EZ 5M
L.Ah:;E MEAD STATION BC2--C
DATE: o7-i4-es TIME: 1220
AIR TEMPERATURE Z6,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION .1.00 FEET




















IF" i--8 •v s i: c:y'-»i M EE^ s iu IRIE: «• 11 E:: IM T £3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 N
DATE 07 14-83 TIME 1233
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES























































































































I! « 'V S .T C: -A L.... ii-l S:;Z !l-:>i 'i'B 'I j1 'F< E~ IM! El l]-"il T" S
LAKE HEAD
DATE 07••«.!. a-.-8(3 TIME :,'. 245
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --1.00 FEET
WEATHER "--I"
3ECCHI 0.90 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY H.,



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E:~ x "ir :.i s ...... ii »::; "r i: 01 r-4!
j ..... i E: ,,:::;::„ 3 ;i.j F-: EZ a ..... i EI 1x3
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07 ..... 21 ..... 88
STATIOM BC8
TIME .1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.50 DEGREES C C >













1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
12.0
13.0
1 4 . 0
1 5 „ 0
1 6 » 0
















3 1 . 0
25,0
15.0










2 1 „ 2
1 7 „ 6
12.9













IF" ii ..... 3 "V" Q I C «:"'t »__
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 07 ..... 21 ..... 88 TIME 1205
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION - I, , 00 FEET














:!. 0 ,, 0
1 i . 0
12,. 0
13. 0
1 4 . 0
1 5 „ 0
1 6 „ 0
1 7 „ 0
1 S ,. 0













































.1. 5 „ 5 7
15,39
15,, 32




1 4 » 0 1
13.54
1 3 . 3 5






1 0 „ 00
10»05
10,. 17


























4 ., 6 9






















































3 „ i :::;:





























i i 0.1 JIT' EE: x "T :i r.<n;:: ~r a: on j
F-" s i! v s T c v^ it..-. M IE: iA s i.ji R E: M IE: if i T" s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 07-21 BB TIME 1205
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY 3 !VIPH CE> "
SECCHI 2,60 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/D-t-2 % TRANSMITTED
100,, 0



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i! X G53--8T" El XT" I MC'T" I O T4
IF- i! si ""» •" s i c:. .A ii - M E=: /••-•» s; L.P FS IE: isn EI KI T t
LAKE MEAD STATION EC4
DATE 07--2t-8a TIME 1250
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1 ,,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY S MPH (E)"
SECCH! I„75 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
ivl LIE/CM"'2 7, TRANSMITTED
0« 0 850,, 0
1 , 0 300, 0
2»0 130,0 .15=3
3,, 0 60,, o 7» 1
4., 0 37,, 0 4,, •'!•
5.0 20,. 0 2« 4
6,. 0 :!. 3 „ 0 1 , 5
7,0 7 „ 0 C-,. S
F:I ? •;: "Y" s i; C !<--*« r-iis=: IP> s ? n F<;: E:: M E;;: M ~r s- ,
LAKE MEAD BTAT.fOM BC3--C
DATE 07-21-88 TIME 1330
AIR TEMPERATURE 36 ,,00 DEGRESS
LAKE ELEVATION -.1.. 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, WINDY 9 MPH (E)"
SECCHI 1 „ .1.0 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P., H.,



















































































































1 •-! \™ T
.1. .,.•:. w.' .-•
1246












































«. i en i"".r ;E: x~r i: IMICT :i 0^ .1;
i v s :i: c iA a...... 3 i IE: ft s« > F*: :E: MI IE: M -y- £3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3--C
DATE 07 21 (38 TIME 1330
AIR TEMPERATURE 36,. 00 DE6REES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY 9 MPH < E > "













2 ;i. „ 0
6,3
LIGHT EXTINCT








F:" tHi Y '3 :i c; ,("ii L 3-"i IE: « 3 LJ Ft E;: n n EE:
LAKE MEAD STATION 3C3-N
DATE 07-21--88 TIME 1400
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES































































































































































• 11 II "V" 3 I C n'-i II M El K=« S LJl IR H: Ml EE ii'MI T" £>
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3--S
DATE 07 21 "38 TIME 14:1.0
AIR TEMPERATURE 1.00 DEGREES





















































































































1 0 i 2.
1040
1084












































" Ml ""< 3 X O ,i-:-» L.... 3 'I HE." II-1''1-;. EiJ 1 ? 3:": El IM! E=I M T S
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 07 21-08 TIME 1425
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.SO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET












































































































































iL_ i: QS ..... i"T EI x T :i iNic'ir i: o
F> HI Y 3 I C ft !..._ M EE ft IB LJ R: EZ. M E tM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 ..... C
DATE 07-21 ..... SB TINE 1425
AIR TEMPERATURE 35 ,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION ..... 1.00 FEET


















F:- 5 ..... ii Y s i c lA. IL .....EZ ft s u F-}; SEE r»i E:
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07 ..... 21 -SB
STATION BC2 ..... N
TIME 1450
AIR TEMPERATURE -.1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "--I"
3ECCHI O.30 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY


























































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES































































































































s s "v" s x c ^ L... M IE: IP* s LJI F'-* IE: M EI 3-4
LAKE MEAD STATION BCS
DATE 07-28 88 TIME 1035
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET














1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 „ 0
13.0
14,0
1 5 . 0
1 6 „ 0
1 7 „ 0
1 8 „ 0










































^ .-,. «,. -,
23 , 1 1








1 6 . 39












1 1 „ 39
1 1 , 79
1 1 . 69
1 1 , 60
1 1 . 54
11. 32
1 1 „ 47











































































































































5 i: 13.MIT El X T :.I MCT X Olxj
F-" (I II Y S :i iC A L_ 5-11EZ iA S LJ R: IET M E7," f\ T
LAKE: MEAD STATION BCS
DATE 07-28--8S TIME 1035
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR- WINDY 10 MF'H (E) "
SECCHI 5,. 20 METERS
DEF-'TH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCT I DM
M UE/Civr2 •/.. TRANSMITTED
0. 0 850. 0 .1.00 „ 0
1. 0 450., 0 52 „ 9
2,,0 300,0 35 ,,3
3,,0 230,0 27.1
4.0 160,0 13.8
5,, 0 120. 0 14. 1
6.0 S3., 0 10,, 4
7,0 67 ,,0 7.9
S.,0 50 ,,0 5.9
9,, 0 38.0 4, 5
10=0 29.0 3.4
11.0 22,0 2.6
12.0 16.0 - 1,9
13. 0 12. 0 :l „ 4
14.0 9.3 1.1
15 „ 0 7-5 0,9


















1 0 „ 0
.1. 1 . 0
1 2 . 0
13.0
1 4 . 0
1 5 „ 0
1 6 „ 0
17.0
1 8 „ 0









































., r^ _.,. ,.^





1 6 . 54
16.44







1 3 . as
13. 77
1 3 . 44
























3 „ 4- 1
2 u 33
2 „ 1 1
2,, 36
2 ,,44
























































































..... ^  ,...,. .(
7 „ 52
7 „ 54
.._. :i o ;i ! T IE: x i™ i: ir-ii c:: T" :r o M
'-•«" s i: c A. IL_. JM EI ft. 3 si ii IR: BE: if »it=: INI T E
LAKE HEAD STATION BC5
DATE 07 28 SB TIME 1205
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.10 DEGREES
L. A l< E E1... E V A T10 N -1 „ 0 0 F E E T
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY 8 MPH (E)"






































































































































































,,... r_. f.^ ,.„






































































































































































































































































































i! i: o B i "T EI. x "i" .1: if ii c "T ::i: o r<,.:i
F:" I »Y S I! C ,A 8 f"!l El ft S LJi F3 EL~ M EZ KJ "T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 07 28 83 TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE 34,, 10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION ••-•!. 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. WINDY 9 MPH (E)"
3ECCHI 1., SO METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
















l o i") .. o
40. 0
1 9 . 0
















IF- » ii Y s i: c £-•» L. M iEf: ^ -s ?_j
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3--C
DATE 07-28 38 TIME J.330
AIR TEMPERATURE 37,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -:l. .00 FEET
























































































































,L •—' AT /
1316
J •'"' 'T ''"I
1 1 1 1
1135







































L_ X G IHB "T ' El X "T" I r-B C "T" Z O INK
F- mi v" s :i: c p» L. IM JE: t~* s «. J J::< ,e: 3 ..... n EE: n^ j •
LAKE MEAD STATIGM BC3--C
DATE 07--2B ..... BB TIME 1330
AIR TEMPEf^ATUFAE 3"?. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET

















1 1 „ S
3.5
0.6
F-"!! (I "y" S J. C ,p!. (L r-ti IE: .P» £5 2. if !R EZ ll""1 E
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-N
DATE 07-28 88 TIME 13:50
AIR TEMPERATURE -.1,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
















































































































i 1 1 5













































F-• J--J1 Y s :i c «i L. I-1 IE: ^ IB LJ F; E: T--!i HE: INJ T" SB
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-S
DATE 07-28-aB TIME 1405










































































































































































F:;" 8 li ""u"' S I O if-~n L_. BW>! El n-i! E3 U F" .'E Ml iEI' !f'"-!) "11" -b>
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 07--2S 88 TIME 1413
AIR TEMPERATURE 36,,30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET












































































































ii. .....  :i s !!•••• frr IE: x nr i: iMicrT' :i airvj
j c p(l i| ....... r,,|| ifzr „;::.,, s u R: E: jf« j )E: r,.j| T- :EJ
LAKE ME:AD STATION BC2 ..... c
DATE 07-23 ..... 88 TIME 1415
AIR TEMPERATURE: 3.6.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -.1.00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. WINDY 9 MPH (£.') "
BECCHI 0.50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM--'2 X TRANSMITTED
0,,0 720.0 100.0
.1.0 43.0 6.7
2 „ 0 6 ,,4 0 . 9 -





































TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.














































































v E:•; i: c P.. L.... i) ii itz ft S31...J R: IE: M IE:: M ~T s
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2-S
.CATE 07--2S--S8 TIME 1445
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DESREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "•-!"











































































































































IF" s i! "-I,"" s :i C ft IL. if'"! II:E: ft G g n IR E;:: a it EE Kit
LAKE MEAD STATION BC8
DATE 08-04 83 TIME 0930
All"? TEMPERATURE 32.50 DEGREES















1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
:i 2 ,. o
i 3 . o
1 4 ,. 0
15.0
:!. 6 „ 0
:i. 7 ,, o
1 8 „ 0
:!. 9 » 0
20. 0
21.0















































1 8 . 1 0
17,63
1 7 „ 29
16,79
:!. 6 „ 4 1
16,24
16. 14
•i r.r r;t -~T
15.76
•i c: -,^ 'T






1 2 ., 1 7
12,, 03
1 1. „ 92
1 1 , 82
i ; „ 72
1 .!. ,. 6.3
1 1 „ 5^ :5
1 1 „ 52
OXYGEN CC
MG/L i'














































E:) ,i 4 3
8. 40
































































8 ,. 2 3
8. 20
8 ,:, 1 4










/ « / Q
7 „ 75
•T —r /I/ ,. / ••-!-
/ M / •-.''
,,_, —y,"i
/ ., / _^^
•"/ -r ""t





"~y r\ ,i / ,-•'
"/ ,. '7;':::







i! x e » ii "T"' E;: x 'T i: $"4 c T i o i! i!
' HI V 3 T C i-~n IL_ 1""11EE d'::"ii 3 L..J R El ll""1 IE: |x| T J
LAKE MEAD STATION BC8
DATE OB-04 88 TIME 0930
AIR TEMPERATURE 32,,50 DEGREES








































































































F-" !!• II Y' 15 Z C: «i L !!"•'!l IE ft S U F? EZ II 5 EE: J'"..ll "F -EJ






1 ,. 00 FEET













1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
.12.0
13.0
1 4 „ 0
15.0
1 6 . 0
17.0



















































14.91 4 . 02
14.72 4.65
14.47 4.59













































































.' ^ •-' /
/ u -.I'1 0








ii ....... .t o iH T" IE: x T" i: INI c::::: ~r i: 01 r. .3
-ii Y s i c p» IL... M EE: ft s LJ IR EE: M IE: IMI T s
LAKE MEAD STATION EC'5
DATE 08-04-88 TIME 1035
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,00 FEET

















































iF" SHI "V S I.' C ft L.. H II .E£ *"*S ILJ ,'Fl' E" !M! 1EZII i! T" 3
LAKE MEAD STATION EC4
DATE 08-04 83 TIME 1115
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 5 MPH <E)"













1 0 :. 0
1 1 ,, 0
1 2 ,. 0
13.0
1 4 . 0
15.0
:!. 6 , 0
1 7 . 0
1 S ,, 0
1 9 „ 0
20 :, 0



































































































































7 „ 3 1






L... I 'G SHI T" El X '1 1 !> il G "T" 'I. O INI
iP-" il -IIV 3 1 C ft L. M E£ ft S LJ R: fc"£ II"' 1 El INI "I" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 08-04-OB TIME 1113
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -;l., 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 5 MPH (E)"



























I "V" S I C iP.ii!!...... !'"" IIEE iA S« «F: fc~ IMIEl !f". ii "1" S
LAKE MEAD STATION'BC3-C
DATE 08 04-68 TIME 11.30
AIR TEMPERATURE 35,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET



















































































































1 .1 1 9














































3. ....... :i OUT IE:: x ~r i MC T~ i:
F" Hi Y 3 I C A. L... M E: iP* S LJ Ft IE! Ml IE IM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 08-04 ..... 88 TIME 1150
AIR TEMPERATURE 35 ,,00 DESREES
LAKE ELEVATION -.1.00 FEET





















































































































































































































DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.












































































































^ r~1, /••> — y


















































AIR TEMPERATURE 36,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET-
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE S MPH (E)"
SECCHI 0.70 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F'.I-L














































































































L_ :r e M T IE: x ~r i INI c: T i o ,MI
F=" II i V E3 I C «. I... M IE! .Ps £3 LJ F<: ElM IE: W T" S
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 08 04-88 TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE 36.50 DESREE3
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET












1 70 , 0








































































































































IF- rHi v s .1: m;,«, L it-" ii IE: « s LJ R: EI M IE: IIMI T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 S
DATE 08-04-88 . TIME 1300
AIR1 TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -J;.00 FEET
WEATHER "-1"
SECCHI 0.30 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P,, H,.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































s J. c n j --(I E;: H-:-':'I s L j R: IE: M CE: «'•••..» T" s
LAKE; MEAD STATION ECS
DATE 08-.;. I-- OS TIME 0820
A IF: TEMPERATURE 29 ,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION •-:!.., 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY,, WINDY 3 MPH -\>J> "
3ECCHI 4 ,,20 METERS
DEPTH . LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION











1 0 „ 0
( '! i'";

































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1 „ 00 F'EET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. CALM"


















































































FEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT' 1 V 1 TV















































































































































































































































































L... i: CBI IT" Ei:x"r :i MCT" i os-vj
" 3 i 'V E? J c i=* L... ii'"i IE: .A s« ii FV EI M E: a-".* T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 08-11-BS TIME 0950
AIR TEMf'Er^ATlJRE 31.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --1.00 FEET






































































I V" 13. .1 C f--< II 3-1 El •*"* IBILJ F::: El: 8 !l El ifxll T" E3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE OB™.LI 80 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 3.1. ,,90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --.1. , 00 FEET
















































































































































































































































































































!!.-.. i on ..... rr
IF" If ..... U V" 3 I C .A IL_
e: x T i: jvi cr. T" i: OIM
IM E: /•'•« EJ LJl F'.' BE: Mi El M T"
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 08-1.1 ..... Be TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 31,90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET-
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 5 NPH <E'> "





































































u i v E? T c .PI. i._ M 3:5: B'-II 1.3 L..I ;i^ ; E;;: M IE;: IM T" s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 08-11 S3 TIME 1105
AIR TEMPERATURE 34,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 6 MPH >E) "
SECCHI 1„30 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.















































































































.!. 2 1 2
1226









































i x (31---I ~r E:;:: x ~r i r-.« c" "i i o INI
i v E> i c i A L... M EL: , A s«.. j F;: EE r -n E: r-.ii T s
LAKE MEAD
DATE 08-1 :!.--• 08
STATION BC3--C
T I M E 1.105
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.OO DEGREES
LAKE LxLEVATIGM 1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE 6 I1PH (E) "














































































F:" I--B •y s i c iPn IL »•-• ii EI rt s !i ii is-:::v IE;: M ET
LAKE MEAf' STATION E:C3-iM
DATE 08-.!. 1 88 TIME 1 1.20
AIR TEMPERATURE I „ 00 DEGREES


















































































































































































ET ^  1:3 «... .? R; IE:: IMI BEE ir<.« "
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3--S
DATE 08 -11 --SB TIME 1130
AIR TEMPERATURE •-:/. ,,00 DEGREES











































































































1 0 1 4
1024
1013















































F> i| ii -v' s x c: if -a L... 3"""ii as; A s LJ F;: EE: ir-i EH: s » T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE OB-11-88 TIME 1150
AIR TEMPERATURE 35.30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR.. WINDY 8-10 MPH (E) "
3ECCHI 1.10 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H..






































































































i... x OS-HIT" e:x ~r :i MOT :i OMJ
| Y s j C;; /-j L_ j~j iE: ,A s: U1!"^  E: Ml 1=1 W T'"
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 08--11--8K T I M E I. .130
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,,30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1 „ 00 I:"EET
WEATHER "CLEAR,. WINDY 8 10 MPH (E) "
SECCHI 1,, 10 METERS
DEPTH LIBUT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M LIE/CM'" 2 7,. TRANSMITTED
0.0 710.0 100.0
1.0 170.0 23 ,,9
2. 0 3i 6» 0 5. 1
3.0 13 „ 0 1,, S
/I j"\— •( /"•, "T4 „ U O « 1 O . /
x o IP* IL_ LJ ii--: IE: M E: INI T s
LAKE MEAD































































































































>' s :i c: .A i... M EI *-•-» s Lj IR: E~: MI IE: IMI -T- s
LAKE HEAD STATIDM BCZ s
DATE OS-.1.1-3(3 TIME 1225
AIR TEMPERATURE --1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET-
WEATHER "--I"


















































































































ii...... i OIHCT IE: x T" i r.:ie; ~<r i ON
IF" )! ...... II ' V :£> J C A i...... If ..... !! El Ai S L J Fi EE IT" II IEZ !M T~ O
LAKE MEAD
DATE: oa ..... 19 ..... es
STATION
TIME 1035
AIR TEhPERATURE 34.00 DE(3REEE3
LAI^CE ELEVATION •-: ,. oo FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, WINDY J.O MF'H (S) "
5 EC CHI 5,, 10 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION



























1 3 = 0














ATR TEMPERATURE 34. 00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEE-IT
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, BREEZE 5 MPH
SECCH1 3.50 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY











1 0 , 0
1 1 „ 0
1 2 „ 0
1 3 „ 0
.'!. 4 „ 0
1 5 „ 0
16,,0
1 7 ,. 0
1 8 . CJ
1 9 „ 0
20 ., 0


























..._, ~~, ,~r ,-j
..i. / i. / /
27.68
27.46
O "7* "T '")
26,, 32
25,, 12
23 ,. 9 1
23. .1.0
21 ,,48





1 3 . 25
17.83
17.56















1 0 „ 20
1 0 , 30




5 „ 3 1
4 , 43
1 ,. 1 2
0.04
0 „ 5 1
0 „ 6 1
















2 „ 1 7
2 „ 6 1



















































.— , ;-__ "1


















-T '-rcr/ .. •.:'•_<
/ n O'-.>
"*"X "T1' T*
7 ,, 3 1
7,, 31




-T — *• -7-
7,, 34
""•j •.'..











































i ? Y s :.i; cIP*L... r-:iHE: *^  s 2 "3"-;IE: i"-"iIE:IKJ -r e
LAKE MEAD S TAT I DM B(M
DATE OH 19-38 TIME 1220
AIR TEMPERATURE 35.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET











.' :J ' .•'
6 „ 0
(••" ,".
1 0 „ 0
1 1 „ 0
1 2 •, •''.'*
.:. 3 „ 0




1 8 „ 0
1 9 , 0
20,, 0






































1 7 „ 62
17 „ 56
•i -7 -ji*/—,






1 0 . 5 1
1 1 ,, 77
12,58
12.28
1 1 ,. 73
10.59
10,, 24
9 „ 0 1
7 „ 75
7 „ .3 7
7 :, 0 1
6. 37
cr; ••?' c=;











































C~* ,"• 1— '





















U.1 K •-«'^ -.
3. 29
,"-\ {

















"7 ., '^  4
7. 24
•"K ^ "Tf
'! i G.?» rr IE: x T" i: INI cry :i cir-..ii





AIR TEMPERATURE 35,00 DEGREES
LAKE . EL.EVAT I ON - I , 00 FEET'
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, BREEZE 3 MFH





















































































LAKE r-'EAD STATION BC3-C
DATE OB 19 88 TIME .1.300
AIR TEMPERATURE 37,, 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1,00 FEET













































































1 3 . 94
14 ,,69
13.26







6 :, 6 /
6.5:!.
6,, OS

























































:!._. X C3J IT"
Y'E3 X CZ;:Ai
EZ X T" I ]xl C "T .1 O Sxj
IM! El" ft S 1.JI Fir El I !! E.-." II'".It "T S:
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 C
DATE OS-19--SB TIME 1300
AIR TEMPERATURE 37.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. BREEZE 9 MPH
3ECCHI 1,, 40 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION

















SF-1 3 V 3 I C *'••* IL.._ :i"""j IE i A S L J if"-:: IE T* !l E£ II"-. il "T EJ
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 H
DATE 08 19 38 TIME .1313
AIR TEMPERATURE ™1,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION »:l. ,,00 FEET
WEATHER "•-:(. "











































































































































































AIR TEMPEFATUnE •-.!.,. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1 „ 00 FEET
WEATHER "-.I."













1 0 ,. 0
J. 1 „ 0
1 2 i, 0
1 3 u 0
1 4 „ 0
! '", , O







'•» q <:;• i~
28,, 60
.,;;, i;;j ., ~} '">•























































1 1 1 0











l"1 ., IH „


















i i EI ,AI EJJ i 3 J:::;: E: M HE: 3 i T ES
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 03 19 OS TIME 134O
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1 ,,00 FEET
• WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. BREEZE 9 MPH < E > "
3ECCHI 1.20 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P,I~L































































































' T, '• /
a !'3V
L... T Oil ST IE: x""!!"" i: Mc-~\ :i OINI
IF • IHI "'.' S i: C ft L.... M! El ft 3 LJIR E iMI E r J T S
L.AKE MEAD 3TATIOIM BC2 C
DATE 03 19 33 TIME 1340
AIR TEMPERATURE 38.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET-
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. BREEZE 9 MPH (E)
SECCHI .1.20 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM"-2 % TRANSMITTED
0»0 720.0 100.0
i.p 210,,0 29,2
2.0 60. 0 3™ 3
3. 0 2 i „ 0 2 „ 9
4,. 0 A,, 4 0 „ 9
IF- !H' \" S .X C ft L M IEE ft 3 U T" E
LAKE HEAD
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F-"" Ml "VS I. ill:;: «Pn L. Ml E™ iPn S l.-.P Fv &:•! M El IM "T
I...AKE MEAD STATION BC5













1 0 a 0
1 5. . 0
1 2 ., 0
1 3 ,. 0
.1. 4 . 0
1 5 „ 0
1 6 . 0
1 7 „ 0
1 8 . 0


























































































2 „ 1 6
2. 66
2,17





- 1 ., 97
2.65
3 „ i 9
00 DEGREES
00 FEET










































F' „ H „
STANDARD
8,, 55


































..., ^  .,.,„.,
T ., 42
~- ii EI i ...... i IE: r" c:::;-•.-...,!'
LAKE MEAD
DATE 08-22 ..... 88
STATION BC5
TIME 1035
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 3 MPH (E)





















&.• 0 :, 0
3 6 n 0
25, 0
1 6 ,, 0





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 " 0 I
0 " .£ T
0 "63
0 " S S
0 " G O T





JL f 4 Zl !!.,=J :31:!; li HS .^::/
!!-'4O I ...I. ClJ"..I! :!•. ....t.. ..1J HO
;...AKE MEAD STATION BC3 (
DATE: 08-23 88 TIME 0620
AIR TEMPERATURE 27,20 DEGREES
LA ICE ELEVATION -1 ,,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE 6 MPB \l
SECCI'M 2,,00 METERS?
DEPTH TEMPERA "'LIRE OX YGEN CONDUCT IV I'""











i o . o
1 1 „ 0
12,,0
•! "^ C'f































1 1 „ 40
12,, j.3
1 1 . 4S
9 „ 30
P. , !::; '"i
3 :, 7 J.
t':':,, 2'?





































































¥Z XT I. ?••*€.'.:. "J" I. OS''.;i
F:I i! ..... 3 -v" 3 i: c:: .•i!-i ;i ....... MI
!....Ak:E !"(Ei'-:D
DATE 03-23 ..... S3
ST'-NTIGN BC3 ..... C
riHE 0620
AIR T!::M!";'ERAT!J?>E 29.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -3. .00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, EREEZE 6 !"IFH 0,<,|














o " e T
0 " fr T
0 " £ T
0 " 3 T'








W 3 / W ..... D5.-iG.lW I/ 9W 3 933^930
) Hc!H 6 3Z3B>:!3 'yyil ' lDn d3H..LW3M
1333 00 "T ..... NO:Ll.yA333 3;-lb'3
333d33a 06 "63 33ni.yy3vJ!-'J3j. dlW
G3Z.O 31.-.I J ..(.. BS- LZ-- 80 31t:0






















































































































































































































































































F:> I 'IV S T C iP« II..... 5-1 !EI 'A. S LJ Ft EE S II IE !NI '"1" E5
LAKE MEAD STATION 8C2--C
DATE 08-23-88 TIME 0850
AIR TEMPERATURE 34 ,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION - I. ,. 00 FEET





































































































































IF- i «"v EJ z c rt...... i ii E: rt 3 L.J F";;: EE: n a E;: rvi T
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 08---23--8S TIME 0850
AIR TEHPERATUfAE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 EEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 6 MPH (W)"
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IF- '!• ii•".r"::•"> :i: c:<"»3 a nEI/:••••»sn PIR:SEE: MIEE:IIM "if- ,E-;.
LAKE:: MEAD STATION BC2-S
GATE OB 23 BO. TIME 0935
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.20 DEGREES
LAKE" ELEVATION •-.!.,. 00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,. CALM"
GECCHJ 0,75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY ' P.M.,




























































































LAKE HEAD STATION BCG
DATE 09 01 83 ' TINE 0940
AIR TEMEERATIJEE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. BREEZE 5 HFH CiVW)"









































































































































































































•:D .* *. \.*
6.24
6 , 1 4
5 = 9 4
5, 73
5.67
;~ . ~~, "•'
5, 33
5. 50
5 . 4 1













7 , '• 3
7. 94

























































3 „ 5 1
8 „ 5 1
3 , 5 :).




R „ 4 '7






— r •••>• "T





/ u O /






/ ., .'* 4
7 , 7<S
..... ^ ... ....
..... .... ..^
7' f":i";


























































































•!! i! ">!••" '3 'I r: ;.."-s !l :••• I El :i-:::;ii 'E-:f;! 3 !!::;',: EE I'"1!! EEI J':-..;| T
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 09-0.1. 38 TIME .!. 040
AIR TEMI" EF'AT i..:RE 35 „ 130 CEGREES
LAKE ELEVATIGM .i... 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"
SEC CHI '2.5-':' METER::;
TEMF17.RA TURE OX Y GEN CONDUC T' IV I T'/
































































DATE 09-01 38 > ' 1
AIR TEIIPERA'HJRE 35,
LAKE ELEVATIGM .!. -
WEATHER "n.,EAR,, BREE
SEC CHI !.„
i'lPERATURE OXYGE. ' I I"
EGREES C M3,L
29 ,,43 9,3-
23,97 :;. G,. GO
23,87 9.46
23,31 '" ;,2C
23. 73 EJ. 92
23.67 3., 44
23,22 :?,.!.:',
2 7, "6 3 ,,50
.'•;.' / a 65 -..' ,: 43
27.62 2,3?
2V i; 62 2 ,/ 4 ..'
""' A "T "T | (" "V
26,, 17 1 , CO
24 .. 98 0 .-, 00
24, 0? 0 » 31
21 ,,51 0.. 23
20,, 89 0., 1 3
'";"] •""''" /"•• O'T







17, ,51 0., 00
1.7,, 19 0. 00
16, 94 0,, 13
.1. o u (3 'j CJ w ;^ ..;;,
16. 12 0,, 65
15,, 31 0.. 30
AT. [ON BC't
ME 1 J, 30
50 DEGREES
00 FEET
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0 ' 00 7
o • (? i
r") " |v •"•
ft '' '"'.': /
<J " O'l.'Z'
o " 'OS/:.
f ' 1 '•' -'•;.
'-•' !i:^
0 " 3
i1 " 1 '' '•' '
0 ' C-:
j >ig i ;
(MI.;) Hdi-i ::;;;
02 I T 3W1.L 88 ..... l^:/--oO Bl'^CI
•:.<:: s Kio:riyir; at'iji-j 3>-iyi
E> j... j! '-,..j ::;-; i|.H,,.jj 231 iJ fi; £> ^ :;! IE:1 S-.ll ..... 1 f;::;1' C'J I S ./•. II




























































































Sd31?JW OG " 1 IHCODS
< 3 / i-idui 9 :.;iz:-;.":ida "d'o'unD,
J. 33:::! O'J ' t •- N0 J ..;..t',
SOZT 3NI.L 83 - T O ..... 60 31^0
... £ ...... I! :E)i l;-..li 23 :i-::.l f ..... 4 S: (i:.::5|; !3 !! -. i ""I «;;;:;' 'If Z E3 .A















































LAKE MEAD STATION DC3 S
DATE 09 0 ;. ••-•.-!!£.; T1TIE 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE ••••!. GO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1 „ 00 FEET
WEATHER ""
8ECCHI 0..90 METERS
TF;:MPERATU.RE GXYGEIM CONDUCT.! V I T Y
DEGREES C <VIG/L !V(ICRO M.-'CN















IF" IHi V" S ;i O '''-ii IL.._ !i'"1 EZ )!;-::'n :!5. LJ Ft: E'.: !!""!l E: I'"..II "T" S
LAKE MEAD STATIGN BCZ c
DATE 09--oi'-;:;;; TIME 1245
AIR TEMPER A r UP:;:: .35 ,,00 DEGREEE5
LAKE ELEVATION -• 1 ., 00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE 12 MPH (E) "
SECCHI G,80 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F„H,





















































































L... I! G-HIT" t=" X T" :i 1 ;IO"~r :i OM





.A.TR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, BREEZE .12 MFH (E) "
SECCHI 0.80 METERS
DEF"'TH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
11 UE/CM--2 "/. TRANSMITTED
770, 0
1 10 „ 0
36., 0







_ J""S EZ rt S LJ Ft E: M EE M T'3
LAKE MEAD STATION EC2 N
DATE C9-01 88 TIME 1300
AIR TEMPERATURE .1.00 DEGREES





























30 u 1. 9
29. 29
29. 13
29 „ 1 4
29. 14
29.1 4
2 9 « 0 7
















































LAKE MEAD STATHDN BC1Z-S
DATE 09-0:1 88 Ti'lli:: 1310
AIR TEMPERATURE -1,,00 DEGREES






1 . 0 29,,
2.0 29,
•../ „ O ..:;! V .•,
.(.1. ,;"'! "? '•'•')
5.0 29 „
6,,0 2?,.
"","' f"' -'"A -I";
3,0 29,,
9.0 29,






























1 1 1 4
.1 1 4 1
.1 1 7' 1
i 2 0 5
1 25 1
1305


























F;" Jh;.! V :!E:i. :i r; ,::::;., 1 :| 31|:;;r ,:::::,, Q. || 51|::::;;; jv:::;; y,,j; JE- j,,,j, ••••;,••- :3













.i. 0 , 0
1 1 , 0
:!. 2 „ 0
1 3 ., 0
1 4,,0
1 5 , 0
1 6 „ U
.1 7 , 0
i a » o
1 9 „ 0
20,, 0
2 :!. . 0
22,, 0
2 3 a 0'
24.0










'••I .,.•;! 1; '.'.j
45,, 0





7 0 „ '0
...,,.., ^  ^
;;;> •< .' ,, \




1 1 0 , 0
I T-'O . < \>'
DATE o
A.I. K ! EMr
LAKE EEE
WEATHER
I'. Mi EI-, ' 1 HI




,i-.- cb ii .1:- -L
-l'l ('.".' '1 -!M. .1-.',
26 „ 22
.j;;1 i'b i: 2 v!«





•'"? .•;'.. •* .',
26 ,. 08
25 ,, 3 2
24,, 24








1 7 ., 6 1
.L / „ -.!;• .-•
1 .-•' ,, .'2':.5
1 6 , 7'0
16,, 48
16,, 09
.1. 5 :, 77
13.45











1 1 , 95
.!. 1 ,, E 1
1 1 „ 6,9
1. L . 64-
J, 1 ., 57
1 L , 53
1 1 „ 50
> ; .|«?
9- -13 83 TE'IE O9J. 3
' E K A ! L; f-: E ..'. -4 . '..' U D i: . b K i:... E b
V A T I i.'Jf'J ll'5'9,5o F'EET




























5 „ 32 359
5 ,,25 858
5 ,,3:1 859
C: u 1 £. f-1 0 irj
4,90 859
!•••-- u -| ;::; p |~ a
5,25 362




..'::• « 70 352
.",0!. 350
/ K J. -...' \.'.'.' '".'' '/'
7,30 849















8 ,, 4 3











O /! "'\ ' a ")' '...'
8 , 38
3a :3-;-
7 : '/ 'j.i












7 , 6 1
7,, 62








•;• : 7- .•:;,,
".-'. '""?
7., 73
.' t •:.:/ .!;•




• .1 '.!,"• \
7 :, 3 0
7 , 80
























































t 3 " B
."'• H.V •" -~> T
.L..V te *
T / C' /.. i") '• ("i
;•"'. /' "> 7*'' '""• " <";
!:::iVo /.. !:•.:! 'J
C<9P) T 9 r (";
39S 03 " I
•b9S fcI*T
1/9S T Z ".'!'
OES; 99 "0












































































" i-i" d A± i ."i i ..LC'nciMC1::] ;OE;Axo
sy3i:aw 09 "3 :n-i:;::i3s
i,! e OIM.TI'-O isBfi "Aanc)"iD Aiiywd,
.t'y3dW31 KJ..d3Q
3i.ya












































.OL F i H i b, Mr' ERA 1 UEE
>'1 DEGREES C
0:, 0 27,: 15
1 „ 0 27,, 17
2,, 0 27,. 18
3,,0 27,20
4,, 0 27:, 20
5.0 27,, 20
6,,0 27:, 21
7 ... 0 27,. 20
3 „ 0 2 7 ., 2 0
V „ O .f.:'. / .,21
10,, 0 • 27.21
1 1 f i '" "7 '".'' !
.!. .1 « --' j:.- / a *.- .!.
.1 .-'", ,••, .">•->• <—* "T
.1. ..;. ,. './ .i / ,, *•;. ...:•
1 "'I O •"?/-, "7 r'-
14., 0 25,, 43









24 ,,0 17 ,,79
25.0 17,21
26 ,,0 16,, 59
27,, 0 16, 40
28 ,,0 16,, 21
29,. 0 15,, 59
30 ,,0 15,, 60
2-33 T
,TURF 7."



















.-' u •--• 1
0.94
0. 46




0 ,: 0 0




0 „ 1 6
0 , .!. 3
0., 20
f) u -7 y
0..75
0 , 3 7
TAT ION BC4
!l! HI!!'! 1 0 1 5
cv. n(,,(,j;:.Fi:......
79.58 FEET
T'l--l WIND >: ';;; n
, SO ME 1 b. !"C !:::•
COMDUCTIVITY
MICRG-M/CI'i





























ill!1 '~ J ".•''
892
)•-'!• 1 "




3 , 2 1
3,20
3 ,, .!. S
3a 13
q * '•-"
'•^  1 :'|
B ,. 1 5
S, 14
8 , J. ':•!
8, 14




<•"' i( ,•' /
/ -j ji!V
7. 27











'!'•' , 2 4
5-_ .1 C31 II "T -El' X T I r.J C T I Ci I""J
1 'V S .1 C! iA IL. II 0 E-: ,P» S3 LJ Ft: El i I! IE:™ II * T S
LAKE riEAD STATl'OM BC4
DATE; 09--1 I-BK TIME 10:1.5
A.IR TEMPERAT!..JF?E 2,^ ,50 DEGREES
LAH::E ELEVATIGM 1:1.99,513 FEET
E^R'THEr;: "CLEAR., NORTH WIND 0-5 MPH"
3ECCHI 1 ,,BO METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTIONS
I"! I.JE/CM---2 % TRANSMITTED
1 „ 5
0 „ 8
"r-.l ''«"' '!.:;:;• .1. 'L.,',- e-'-n!! 3'"!l![;::.. ift ''::rj LJ !•-',;! It:;-.. if'"'"ll !::£ !'''•
L A K E I" 'IE A D B1" A TI G M B C 3 • - (.':
DATE 09 j.2-83 T.L'"!E 1235
AIR TEMPERATURE 28,30 DEQREE3
LAKE ELEVATIOIM Ll':<9a'S& P'EET
W Ei ^ T1-1 E: F C '' C L. E A R., NCR T H W E b T B F: E E Z E''
SECCHJ 1,70 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P, H,,




.:.-.'. ••' K -...' '-!•
27,, 24
••~\7 •] i:;;'














!i i: c:s!' rr
<::::>:! II V 'S II C ir::;:;ii I
IE: XT~ i: ir-Mirr i; on MI
n-i! E: «=.. '3 ii P IF;< E;;:: 11 n EE: « s ":r izs
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3--C
DATE 09 12 33 TIME 1233
AIR T'EMPERA"i":JRE 28,30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199,55 FEET-
WEATHER "CLEAR, NORTHWEST BREEZE"
SECCHI 1.70 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT • LIGHT EXTINCTION




I C.'$':-tJ 1 !l IEI ii"::::n £> LJ F\l M IE" 3"s1 "1"" E»
LAKE MEAD STATION ec3-s
DATE 0'? 12 83 TIME 1305
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 11 99,,58 FEET
W E A T H E F: '' C L... E A R, N 0 R T! i H W E S T E R E EIE''
SECCHI 0,75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P,,H,
M .DEGREES C MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
27,, 31 10,93 1039 3,68
27,, 78 10.34 1042 8 ,,65
27.48 8.20 1040 S3 ,,42
7,00 1040 8 ,,24
6»75 1045 3.18
6.27 1057 S,. :!. 1
1059 7=96
1074 7.90
S „ 0 2 7, 31 '5 „ 3 3 .1.0 75 7, ? 1
9.0 27 ,,25 5,62 1086 7.95
10,, 0 27,,24 5,60 1094
11.0 27.21 3., 46 1102
12,,0 27,, 18 5.32 1112
26 ,,76 3,32 1233
3,16 1207
0. 04 1002
;MI EE: « s i » IF* EE: M IE: IM "
LAKE MEAD
DATE 09 .1.2 38
STATION BC2-C
TINE .1.600
AIR- TEMPERATURE 31,.so DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199,58 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
SEC CHI 0., 75 METERS




























































































;::! „ '7 r':i
S „ 1 4
8. 12
Si . C:;2
7 M !v'' • i;:
S „ 0 1
7 « 9 6
"j v"J c"
!!-.._ i: on ii T" IE: x ~r :i INI err i; our 11
ii i v s i: c: iPn L M EI t-^ s n n R: E;;: r-1 IE: M T~ s
LAKE MEAD STATION EC2 C
DATE 09 3.2 38 TIME 1600
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEGREES
L A i< E s;;;: L E v A T i o t\ 1199.5 e r:: E E T
WEATHER "CLEAR,, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 0,75 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M t.JE/Ci'f-2 % TRANSMITTED
0« 0 340,, 0 100,, 0
1 „ 0 62,,0 13.2
2 „ 0 14. 0 4 „ 1
3.0 4 .,3 1 .3
4 - 0 J., B 0, 5
ir-''i IB: «i s L.J IR EE: M ;E
LAKE HEAD STATIQM BC2-N
DATE 09 ..... 1.2-83 TIME 1630
AIR TEMPERATURE: 30,, so DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.58 FEET
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F:" th- •!! -y s :i C iA IE... M IE:: A. s Lj IF:: IE: ir a IEEE: INH ~
EAKE MEAD £5TAT I ON BC2--3
DATE 09-12-SO .TIME 1645
AIR TEMPERATURE 30,,50 DEGREES
LAKE: ELEVATION 1199.59 EEET











































1 1 „ 66
\ crcr
.!. J. . x.JiJ
7 „ 9 1
l — /(








































































0 " T I/
0 " £ T
0 * Z T
u3.Ll:HSMt!'i:l.l %
MOLlDNliXB 11-13 :t"1 men Hid 3C
Sd3.id!.4 09 "9 i K ::•::: 3 s
,,H.:.!W 9 ON I'M IGHf'lHldGI'.! "d¥3""!0,, i.GiHlv'BM
.i.33.3 .;..r "66 ; T MOiiyA:;;!""!::; 3^tri
;::;33 y E;zia v) o " ;•• ;•: 3 y. • i. L';^ ti3di--..!3.1 a 11:
cteio 3ui ..i. 8s-is-60 3..i..ya
3D8 NC1..I. H..I.3 Gt:3i..l 3>!W"!
:E:> ..i. i".,j z;n n .• ,1 :a :;di if s si't*1 :E» s- ,5 ~'ii fc* cm i: s .A n i
s--.iiai i ...i...c:tIK« ::»:..,.».. :x: 33 .1. i; no i n
,-.>.-.. „ ^ t.v'p 31 " '"
ll'l 9.;1 8 10"!
':£" i ' l E./.8 .OS ' Z
13 " L 618 I7'i7 " T
*'v\'..,- ,:.. 1 iJ!::. !L. i- >-
S3"l £38 O/ "0
S3"! i-88 T S ' O
S3"l t83 90 "0
93 '1 1783 01 "C:
31"! 813 10 ' T
3£1:1 618 60 'I
3£ ' ! 08£ 66 "0
31"! 188 36 "0
S£ "1 038 • 01 * I
9£"1 088 16 "0
B£V 918 9i7'l
6£"1 OSS S S " 1
17 1/ ° 1 988 61" T
T S - 1 8 T 6 1 T " T
1£"8 £176 81"!
T S " e i 6T6 03 "6
1G"8 316 G £ " 6
£S " Ei 036 !£ "6
11 " Ei V3i:;. • 61 " 6
IS "8 1T6 /..t- "6
t'SlB £ T 6 11 "6
£!"8 SO 6 19 "6
SS ' 3 306 39 " 6
;,n i:::. '•:'.''• j:.. L-' ;'!"• i'...- x?"' 6
SS'E; 306 3S"6
££! ''8 306 6S "6
11 "3 T06 39 "6
13 "8 T06 i /9"6
15 "8 306 t '9"6
;~1'; "8 1 06 £9 "6
SI "8 006 £9 "6
t-i»;"3 006 i'l "6
ayaNt'iE iAia/w oaaiw -J/GW
"H':.:r! A.iL"i:riD!'":CIM03 M39AXO •::
8 y 3.. 113 W 01 "3 ' IH:"VT:"'8
9 r "£ I 0 '1: t>
69" £7 1 ' 3'b
,.:.£"i7i: 0 "01:
16"1?T 11!1£
12 "SI 0 "££
93 " S T S"31
Ol'!91 0"0£










T S " 0 3 0 " 6 T
01 ' T 3 0 :' 8 1
18" £3 0"1T
Ei T n t-3 0 ': 9 7
13 "i73 0"1T
0:1: ':'fc'3 0 " i I
£lr'b3 0"1T
S£"' i /3 0 " 3 T
CJ'"'1 ' •;•:''?' r\ T T
.1 £ ' i / 3 O - ' O T
ll'i-3 0 " 6
S£ "'b3 0 "S
t'£ * i::' 3 0 " .i
17 £ " 17 3 0 " 9
i/ -i.'.. l"' C.- LJ -I!
ir£"i73 O'' i7
££ ''i?3 0 '£
T1"173 0"!
0£"1'3 0 " T






































;l i! "V S .1 CZ ^  11 i -1! 3'Z • '"'n 'S S.. J R: IE: IT-IS iEE li"•• I! ""11'" £: i.
LAKE: HEAD STATION 5C4
DATE 09•••-26 S3 "'"HIE J. 1 1G
i-i .:. i •. i .:::.; it ;. -iv-i i ' .•••<,!:::. ..".' i, -..".' uc:i:j; u
LAKE ELEUA I 1-JM 1199.17 FE
WEATHER ''CLEAF,, NORTHEAST W
SECCHJ ' . 80 i'lE'T'E
;E -'TH rE:'!PEFATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT I '
!'-l DEGREES C HG/L I1JCROH1
0 .-. 0 24 ,. 79 1 C „ *':-G 92 1
1,0 24,, 62 iO,47 921
2 ,. 0 2 4 , 4 9 i 0 „ 2 2 921
3,,0 24,44 10 ,,05 921
4,, 0 24,44 9,, S3 922
5.0 24 ,,44 9,72 923
6.0 ' 24 ,,42 9.57 920
7.0 24,, 42 9.59 922
S,, 0 24.41 9,, 3B 923
9,, 0 2 4, ,4.1 9,55 923
10:, 0 24,, 40 c?. ;t5 926
J. 1 ,, 0 24 „ 38 9., 4:3 931
.,- J'~, ••'. r'T ft —r ,— l .— fl -rt- f--\ ..-, /,
.:..,::. ^  '•..• .,-. •'4,1 •._•••'• ".' j.- •.-' •;:;) ".' 4 4
13,, 0 24,, 30 '', 32 • 949
14, 0 24, 28 :7,. 30 97S
15,, 0 24. 07 A:, 99 1021
16,0 24, 1 1 6. 68 1068
17,0 23,23 3,65 3 OAO
13,, 0 21 , 60 0,, 99 947
19:, 0 21 ,,07 0.32 919
2O ,,0 20.02 O.CO 901
21,= 0 19,, 58 0,00 901
22,. 0 19. 02 -:) , 00 902
23 ,,0 18,. 66 0.00 901
24,0 IS ,,41 0,,00 900
23,. 0 18., 10 0. 00 398
26,0 17., 9 i 0,00 90S
27 ,,0 17,, 43 0,00 905























3 , i 1
-T — y .•-,
7^37
-7 -:~ -;,




.' a i, • ','*
7 „ 23
/ tl ',.-' 14
7,2:.
' H •'' 1
29,, 0 17,, 00
:! ......... i oiH T' HI x -i- ::;c i: ..... JOT i: OINI
F:" E ..... II ""«••" £3 J. C 4:";ii ?__ !l'"ll El f* S LJ IF-?' IEI! It ..... II E: JT".JI T'" £i
LAKE |VIEAD 3 TAT ' COM BC4
DATE 09 ..... 26-83 TIME 1 1 IS
: -! I R 1" E: M P E R .A T ! j iv £ 3 o ,,00 D E 6 R E E S
LAKE ELEVATION 119C?.J.7 FEET
WEATM£R "CLEAR,, MOIsTHEAST WIM.D 7 MPH1












1 9 ,. "7
'Y" ;;:3 I" C -!:::::;ii i! ....... if'"'! 8;E ,i:::::ii ":Z> LJ IF: EZ il ..... fE." II""- il "T" E3
LAKE MEAD STATION EC 3 ..... C
DATE 09 ..... 2 6 -'8 3 TIME 1340
AIR TEMPERATURE 32 ,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1 1 99 ,,1.7 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, EAST WIND 8 MFH"
SEC CHI 0',, 90 :v!E'i"ER3
TEMPERATURE QXYG'Ef'.' CONDUCT I',' ITY P,, H.,















1 0 0 3





















ii v Q i c:: ft i! ........ r-i EE: ^  s :i ...... n F< EE: M EE: r-..ii "ir EEt
LAKE MEAD si" AT' TDM 3C3---H
.0 A 1" E 0 f:;: ..... 2 6 ..... 3 3 T I H E 154 0
AIR TEMPERATURE 33 ,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION i 199.17 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, EAST WIND .H IIP!-!"
3 EC CHi: 1 ,, 1.0 HE T EPS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT. fv' IT Y P,H,
DEGREES C MG /!.... !'1ICPO~M/C!'! STANDARD
952




1 0 , 0
1 1 . 0
i 2 ,, 0
1 3 :, 0
1 4 „ 0
1 5 -. 0
1.5,5
24 ,63
..... /( ,. .^





2 4 , 6 4
24 ,,70


















































• s -I "":.•'";.;:::: '..r 'C lA i..... ;i" '.i if:::;:: /-^  o LJ IF;.: EE if'-":? E:;:: ii n "IE SES
LAKE MEAD
DATE 09 ..... 26 ..... 88
STATION BC3 ..... S
TIME 1650
AIR TEMPER ATUEE 32., 10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1 .199.1. 7 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR.. EAST WIND 9 I1FH"
SEC CHI 1,30 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT IV I TV






















































1 2 „ 7 1
1 2 . 62
1 2 ,, 50
j. 2 , 2 1
12,, 09







'•.••; » 6 -'I
''".•' j.l. i"!














































l V" 3 X O f"\l 2 i! El ift £5 LJ iR: El J i! El 1! 3 "I"
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE;: 09 26 38 TIME r/so
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION :l. .199,. 1 7 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, EAST WIND S MPH"
5ECCHI .1.00 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY
DEGREES C MG/L MICRO ..... M/CM TANDARD
0,, 0 25.25
i,, 0 25.26




6., 0 25 ,,28
.<" „ '..' j^' '.'"; ,j />.,;.'
,...., .;"> •••;. ,~; •-;• ":;•
O ["i r'><:~ •'•': ~7
.' * V 4^ .-._.' a •...' /
1 0 ,. 0 25,, 38
13,. 19
13 ,,36
1 3 „ 1 5
13 ,,08j ••? "/i.
12. 68
1 2,, 90
1 2 „ 43
.i. 1 !, / 2





1 0 C' 2
.!. 0 :l 4
1 029



























L._ I." Oil il'T !E:  X "T" "I. INICT I C31Tx.ll
F::" !H! 'y" -3 i. c f"'\t if ?"')' ET: ft s i. j Ft IE: M SET i i T E>
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 09-26-88 TIME 1750
AIR TEMPERATURE 3O,. 10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.17 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. EAST WIND 8 MPH"
SECCHI 1.00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/Ci-f-2 "/.. TRANSMITTED
73,. 0 100,0
8 „ 0 1 1 » 0
2,0 2.7
0,, 4
!F-'" !i '!V -E> !' C ft L IMI IE! rt O IJI If-;: EZIT"II El J--.ll T" S
LAKE HEAD STATION EC2-N
DATE 09-26 BS TIME 1830
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.17 FEET-
WEATHER "CLEAR, EAST WIND 0-5 MPH"
SECCHI 1,,00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT IVITY P.H.

























































































F" 3 ; ' v" S X ilT s;;:"r, ll..... I! !! EE Ai S «..J Fv EE 5""1! El I S""!!"" S
STATION BC2 S
TIME 1045
•.-iIR TEMPERATURE 29,00 DEGREES






1 „ 0 25,, 26
2,0 25, ,26






'••/' .. i_) ,.;_' [""-, N /_ ,S























































F-'-'!! II "V" ":;:;::>. .1 O iA ;'l I II tE <!-::::« £3 L.J F\ EZ I'"II E:l' INI "I" £3
LAKE MEAD STATION EC8
DATE 10-25 83 TIME 0940
AIR TEMPERATURE;: 23,,so DEGREES
L A !••:: E E L E V A1' 10 N 119 9 „ 3 5 FE E T
WEATHER "CLEAR,, NORTH BREEZE"
SECCHI 13,40 METERS












1 0 „ 0
1 .! „ 0
1 2 :, 0
.1. 3 :, 0
.!. 4 . 0
1 5 .. 0
1 6 „ 0
.i- -•' i ''..'
1 8 ., 0
1 9 „ C'
.2 0 ,, 0
2 1 ,, 0










''•', -'< „ 0
57 , 5
1C , 0
'•1 2 , 5
••''•5,, 0
'•'f •' i. ...•
!'.",'''..•' ,, ' .'
55 ,i 9
'.jO a ''.'.'
i" . '; ";
:"5., o
.'.i '',,' i i '..'
..i; ....' u '-.J



























































































































































































































































































































..,. , : 1
0£S
T T 0 "01?T
0 " O S T
ii i: eni rr EZ x ~r :i: iKiicrir i: OJ---3
• SHI Y s i. c A L IMI E: iA s L .? R: IE: if" i E;: INI ir
LAKE MEAD STATION BCB
DATE 10-25 88 TIME 0940
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.35 FEET













S- .., ; )
1 0 „ 0
1 1 „ 0
1 2 1. C
i 3 . 0
1 4 , 0
1 3 .. 0
1 6 „ 0
17,,0
1 8 „ 0















1 S . 0
:' 5 . 0
:i. 3 , <:•





















































i: c ft L._. ii"'i e: « s LJ R: EE: M E: 11 vj •













1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 „ 0
1 3 . 0
! 4 , o
.!. 5 „ 0
1 6 . 0
1 7 , 0
1 8 „ 0
1 9 .. 0
2 0 ... 0
2 1 „ 0
,•••. ...., .^;
23 ., 0
2 •?• ,, 0
,rl[! 5 „ O
i'1' •'"• i, ;-"t
27 ., 0







'•!' .C >. .'.',;



























2 .1. „ 37




:!. 8 , 4G
1 7 ... 92
17.59
1 7 , 1 7




1 5 ., 3 2
1. 4 .. 76
14, 29
!. 4,, 02
ATURE 19 ,00 DEGREES
TIDN 1 199,40 FEET























f~> ., i . ''.
3. 13
1 .1 4"-"
.:, :i .1;;. .''
,i. 11 ;! rf'l.'





































































B i, 3^ •-'/•
•'.'.^ 'T ;'*|







'7 „ /l 3






' !, (~ .'
1 * k'. '.'"'





L.._ .X C31! il T" IE: X "T 'I. INI O "J" T. OIM
F> |.....j Y ;B j C: „-:„ L.... M E:: .A iB u R: E: r « E: N "T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 10 24 83 TIME 0755
AIR TEMPERATURE 19.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.40 FEET













1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 „ 0























































AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.40 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"

































































r"i '"V1 f,. r'1
22 , 68
22, 66
~> ~> /_ '7




2 2 ,, 7 1





22 » 'o 1
2.2 ,i 3 3
22,, 19
2 1 „ 22
20,. 24
1 9 ., 68
:i, 9 . 2 '•.':
13 ,,99
18. 62
i 5 „ 22
1 7 , 87
1 7 . '-:• !::;.
1 7 « 1 2


















































































































































i i: C3;i a i • ;E x T i INICTT" i
F"" 1 8 V S X C iA L_ Ml ET ft S «. J Ft E£M EZ M T" O
LAKE' MEAD STATION BC4
DATE: io-24-ss T I M E 1100
• AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.40 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 6,50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M LJE/CJ'f-2 % TRANSMITTED
0, 0 5.1 C'u 0 .100,, 0
1,0 250.0 49„0
2,0 .170,0 33.3
3. 0 110. 0 21 » 6
4,,0 76.0 14,.9
5,. 0 49,0 9,6
6,,0 35.0
7.0 26,0
S. 0 :!. 9 „ 0
9,0 14,, 0 2.7
10. 0 10. 0 2.., 0
11,, 0 7 „ 0 1 „ 4
.1.2,. 0 4 „ 9 1 „ 0





AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.40 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"




































.,::..,::. u .'' O






22 ,i o /
2 2 . 6 • Ji
22. 60

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































«...._. .'i -s u ...... FT
a "'if'' s i: c
:c~: x T" i: ir-aoir :i crr-i
IM IEE: .« s u R: E: MI EZ a-a
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3
DATE 10-1J.-G3 TIME 0915
AIR TEMPERATURE 24,, 00 DE6REE5
LAKE ELEVATION II 99 ,,31 FEET'













1 0 „ 0
L.I3HT LIGHT EXTINCT I DM
UE/CM"\ X TRANSMITTED
18.2
1 4 ,i !j
10 „ 9
13.0
1 4 , 0
1 D , 0
16,0
1 7 , 0
13.0













































































































































































































































0 " '!' E " 0
3 " T 9 ' 0
'i" " Z 0 " I
T " £ S ' I
0 " i; 3 " 3
Z. "9 3 " £
i/ " 0 1 0 " £
3 " £ T JL! " ,<'.'..
f") ' Cy^ (") " "'"' '*'
3 "£t/ 0 " 13
0 " O O T 0' '£M?


















F:> !! ...... « V" !: ; :•• L C f-i il ......  f " !l E£ .;=!, S ! ...... S F"* Ei If' i! SEE :
STATION BC-*-
TIME .102
AIR TEMPERATURE 35,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVAT'IDM I,:. 99 ,,30 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"













1 0 , 0
j. 1 . 0
J. 2 „ 0
i ••;• ("•,
1 4 . 0
1 5 . 0
i 6 „ 0
1 7 . 0
1 9 ,: 0
1 9 . 0
20,. 0
2 J. ,. 0
.li.i:- n *-..'











(..j ..... r., .....
,-• . '. ,. .'"i ,'"L
23,. 51
•-•* -rf cr i
•-VT I-'";-;
23,, 50
2 3 4 ( v
7 ;"'; „ 4 9
2 3 „ 4. 9
23. 49




2 3 . -(T 2
23 ;, 45
23,, 20
.;.'l J'~ ,-i C.71 /'















.-i ' .1 .-. i:::- '"Iir, « <.:.:• .\. ' *../ -;~
,--, .^.-j '-?'";:••;
R "':! "7 c' 5 '">
3 ,. 35 ':?56





7 , 77 962
7,33 962
7.71 ' 965








0. 24 9 1 :!.
0., 00 916
0,00 914
0, 03 9 1 '0
0 . 0 0 9 1 0
0., 00 910
0 , 00 9 :!. 2
0 . 00 9 1 5
































































i .......... ;i: G ii ..... i!T ICE: x T- i: H--.J c: ":r i: o j\
Y s :i ic £-n i..-. iH EE: ift izi; u R E: r-n HE:: IM
LAKE MEAD STATION SC4
DATE 10 -10 ..... 88 TIME 1020
AIR TEMPERATURE 35.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 11 99 ,,30 FEET
HEATHER "CLEAR,, CALM"














2 SO,. 0 48
130,. 0 22
~':.'l O 1 •".'•''
43 » 0 7
26, 0 4
1 6 „ 0 2





















































































































































































































































• i- s Y s :i c:: IP* ?.__ if"'ii E;:: f^ s u IR: IE: ii-n EE-: u s "T' 'is
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3--S
DATE 10-10--8S TIME 1455
AIR 'TEMPERATURE 36. 50 DEGREES!
LAKE ELEVATION 11??,30 FEET
W E A T H E R " C L.., E A R, S G U'!" I -I W E 3 T B R E E Z E''
SECCHI :K, 40 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P,H.



























,., .... ...,. ,_.
'"1 "T / '"i
.;::. o « o ;:>






1 "' " !^  _/., "r
23,, 62
23., 62

















































































;)=" i! 3 'V "3 I. C. iA I! IMI EE a'^ ii S LJ Fl: El il""!l El !f".J "I" 'EH
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2--C
DATE 10 10 B!3 TIME 1530
AIR TEMPERATURE 35,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199,30 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, SOUTHWEST BREEZE"
SECCH1 1,25 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVI TV






































































































L. i: on 3T IE;: x T :,i: MCT1: OINH
• is- i v s :r c IP,'.. L. r-1 IEI ift s LJ F: IB: MI IE: M T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE :l.0-.1.0 83 TIME 1530
AIR TEMPERATURE 35.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.30 FEET




























!F" II--8 V 3 I. C ft iL... M E:." ft E3 LJ Ft E." Ih'll E." «'"4 "T 'SB-
LAKE MEAD STATION BC.2-N
DATE 10-10 3 £3 TIME: 1555
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199,,30 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR., SOUTHWEST BREEZE"
SECCH1 1„20 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M..
M DEGREES C MS XL MICRO--MX CM STANDARD
0.0 24.98 11.94 977 8.77
1.0 24.96 12.06 980 8.77
2.0 24.92 12.03 933 8 ,,77
3.0 24„83 11.50 991 8.73
4,,0 23 ,,96 9.75 1015 8.55
5.0 23,87 9.19 1025 3.50
6.0 23 ,,85 8.76 1037 8 ,,44
7,0 23.75 7,80 1032 8,36
3.0 23.73 7.81 1033 3.34
9,,0 23.64 7.93 1041 8,33
23., 64 7.88 1117 8.28
''--" '< 'i "v s I c::;: f---, L. MI IE: ii^-s si LJ IPS IE: M EI ;i -i IP s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 G
DATS 10 10 33 TIME: .1.615
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1-199.30 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SOUTHWEST BREEZE"
SECCH1 0,,?;5 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY FM~I.
M DEGREES C MB/!... MICRO-M/CH STANDARD
11.85 996 B.64
11.. 88 994 EL 71
10,80 1057 3 ,.'5 7
24.o9 .;.()„ 43 1174
24/74 10.22
24,71 10,19




l__ I C3HIT IE X T X S-vllCrT X OKII
R- «• <i Y s i: c:: ift L_ ii 1) IE: *=» s u Ft E: M IEZ IM T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BCS
DATE 12 06-88 TIME 0945
AIR TEMPERATURE 16.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1,00 FEET




















































































1 9 1, 1
1 6 „ 2
1 2 „ -!:i-












!F" IHI'V E3 I! C iA L Ml ETJ £'-* S U Ft EE: ME.~ IN! T" S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2--C
DATE 10-24--B8 TIME 17OO
AIR TEMPERATURE 27,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1.199., 40 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 2,25 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F\ I-K






5,, 0 23;, 33
6,, 0 23 „ 39
7 „ 0 23 a 40

























































F> HI V S X O f"'!i L. 8 IE n'"ii S LJ Ft IE! B'-l E: !"•.! T £3
LAKE HEAD STATION BC3--3
DATE 10-24-89 TIME 1615
AIR TEHPERATURE 23,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199,40 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 3,. 00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXY6EN CONDUCTIVI TV
M DEGREES C MG/L M.ICRG-M/CI1 STANDARD
/., 44
7» 4 2
LAKE MEAD 3TATIOIM BC3--M
DATE 10 24 S3 TIME 1515
AIR TEMPERATURE 30 ,,00 DEGREES
LAKE EL.EVAT I ON 1.1 99 „ 40 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR. SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
3 E C C !-i 1" 2 „ 7 5 M E T E R S
T E M!"' E R AT' U P: E 0 X V G E N C OM D L) C T IVIT Y









L I O HI T E: X T T. M C IT I O fM
F-1 IIY S JL O ft L_ It II El ft S LJ Ft El M E£ fM "T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 10-24-88 TIME 1700
AIR TEMPERATURE 27,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 13.99.40 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 2,,25 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION









AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1199.40 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 2-, 00 I1ETERE
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P., H,,


















F;- ij i! Y £3 i: it::; &* L 11 n EZ « s u Ft E: M E: INS T ©
LAKE HEAD STATION BC2--S
DATE .1.0-24 88 TIME .1.740
AIR TEMPERATURE 26., 00 DEGREES
L.. A K E EL E V A T i 0 M :!. 1 9 9. 4 0 F E E1"
WEATHER "CLEARv SOUTHEAST BREEZE"
SECCHI t ,,60 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P. H.,
























'...'.. 1 ,•''', I IDriQMO3 N39/.XC
,, i-: -.I i--.i 3 a N1 M :• f..!.. n a s :: /. a n o "i:; A "':..:.. y t> d,, y 3 --i j.. y 3 M
133d 00 " 1' MC!.TJ..W(--,3"13 ~:>i^'l
B33i-j3L::IC( OS "22 .Tii.iriit'yddWB.i. tiiy

:; :i OKI iiT" IE: :•< "T i: ^ Minr i: OK n
«"Y" s i: c: f» ii i i! E: ^  s L.P F;;: E-I ;i n IE: IINI "r s
LAKE MEAD 3T'AT'I DM DCS
D A T E 1 .!. 03 • - 3 3 TI lvl E C19 J. C*
A IR TEMPERATURE 25, 30 DE3r';EE3
!.... A i< E E L E V A T10 N L ,. C- 0 F' E E "I"
WEATHER "FAPTLY CLOUDY, SOUTH WIND 3 Mi;





i 3 * 0



















1 0 ... 0
i i „ o
1 2 * 0
1 3 :, 0
i 4 „ 0
1 5 , 0
16,, 0
1 7 . 0
J. 8 ., 0
1 9 , 0
2 0 „ 0




2K! a ' ••
26;, 0
-•u .' it '•..•'
.-•:" i;;> n ' J
ft 1 f •; T ;::• |"( p p p ft 7' 1 i R F •.-•• ;' „ > ", O l , 7 H p ?:: p ••-•.
I...AKE ELEVATION 1. „ 00 i:::'EET
W E A T H E R ' ' P A R T L Y C L. C! U D Y' „ M D R 1" H W E S "f W I i\ D 7
SECCH'i: 4 ,,70 i'lETERB
TEMPERA TIJRE G X YCEf -! CC.^iDL.'C T' 1 V I T V P u H „
DEGREES 2 iy)G /!.... ilJCRO-M/C^ ETAWDARD
21,46 8 . 4 . L B.,34
21 ,,49 8,44 J 8*37
21 ., 50 3, 4C: 3. 37
21 » 52 G» 4-,'1 " 3 :. 37
21 „ 51 8. --2 ' 3. 37
21,52 G., 34 f 8.37
21 „ 54 3= 33 ' ' 3,, 36
™ .i --"/r. ':::? "^v"; f ;:-; ";i,.'"-
21.54 3. 30 t 1 8,3o
21., 56 8., 30 8.36
.:'.'.. ,!. --1 -..JO ID ii ul 7 ' v].; u •...- "i!1
21,55 8, 2 7 S., 36
21,56 3,30 > 3,36
21,56 3., 30 _ 8., 36
.,•.'- .i. I/ •..„' C/ l'.!!1 ^ -..J .Si.'. -J ''•—' •! '..."-.',:
•""' •( ;::.- "T ,~"i ""'' •"'! ~~ <"'< ""•* <'
2.1. ,,58 3,, 31 ' 3,. 36
21,, 57 3,29 8,36
21.56 ,3.26 D 8»36
21 ,,57 8,, 30 u 8.36
21 ,,56 8 ,,22 ' ' 3,35
•"' j '-",•'•; "7 9 1 > P, /r"'
•'".' 1 -1 '-" '1 .i. C) 1 1 , / "7 Q;"'.
.,:.. .L , .1. -J '-!• .* ,.„' '.-.' .. L ' C ,' „ (_' '._-•
20. 09 1 . 70 T 7, 45
.1.9, 16 0« 91 7, 37
IB ,,70 0.59 -1 7 ,34
18., 57 0.. 41 > i ' ) 7.32
IS., 3:1. 0.35 7*30
17, 69 0. 13 ' 7 .. 28
1.7., 24
s ........ i: .1.31 ...... nr ti x ~;r x MG ">r i: OHM
LAKE MEAD HTATION PC 5
DATE 11-07-38 TIWI 07:13
AIR TEMPERA T1JRE 22, 00 DEGREE S
LAI:::E EEEVATI;:I\ •-.:. .00 FEET














7 '5 :, 0
40 * 0
2 5 :: 0
.1. 6 , 0






2 1 ., 1







1 i") . ("5 1 „ '7













1 0 . 0
1 1 ,, 0
j. 2 , 0
.1. -...' .: '-.'
1 4 . 0
1 5 ., 0
1 6 , 0
1 7 , 0
J. 8 , 0
1 9 „ 0
20 ,.- 0





















-""' '' .•:'„ '"'.%
21. , 62
_.;;, j. .. A _:_
21 , 60
21 ., 60
2 1 , 6 0
2 :!. „ 60
2 1 ,: 60
21 ,,60
2 1 -, 60
21,60
.,:;. I - '.'b.^.'
21 ., 62
21.64
•-"i •( .-• ••:*•








1 7 „ 7.9












{;;• -.: ci' -"f













3 . 1 3
3 , 1 0
.-' , >.j i".
6 ±77
3 » 04
0 , 8 1
0, 42




• j - C 0
STATION 8C£
TIIIE ' 10 2O
5,, 00 DEGREES



































F' „ H ,
STAND A
'"" /J '!
'....' >l 1 .!•
R ••-!•(")
;::; ., 4 !i.
;::• ,,^ _ •]
3 . 4 1
S „ 4 .-.
•!-".' a ''*•!' O
e,, 40
3 , 4C)




!"• 9 o !:>
3,, 33















»...„. I €3n--irir" E?: x "T~ i: !i IICTT x C:H••-.))
• ii ii v o i: c <Pn L !f"ii IE: »=* s i...ii ;R IE: M SEE: IM T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE I. I.--07 33 TIME J.020
AIR TEMPERATURE 25,,00 DE(3REES
LAKE EILEVATIDN 1,00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTI...','' CLOUDY, SOUTHEAST WIND 6 MF.'-i1
3EC;CM I 4,. 30 METERS
LI GMT EXTINCTION








:F;i i B ">" 1:3 i. i:.3 >-•» i ;i '!IE: •>•-»s«.. jIF-* ICE: IM; EE:r siT s
LAKE HEAD STATION BC3 c
DATE .1.1 0"" 38 TINE 1245
A.[R TEMPERATURE 29.'JO DEGREE!:;
L A !< E E I.... E' ,•' A T i G N 1 ,. 0 0 F E E T
LEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, SOUTHEAST' BREEZE"
SECCHI 2,50 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT.'L'VITY P, H,








•' u '• '
9 , 0
9 , 0
i o „ o
1 1 . 0
.'. 2 ., 0
> •''-' „ ' ''>
1 4 ,. 0
1 v5 ,; 0
2 1 „ S£i
2 1 , 90
2 J. „ 36




2 1 . '70
2 1 . 70




2 1 . 63
21 ., 63
















































ii :i EJ ii--!i "T IE: x "ir i: M O T" i: o ii-
HI ""n"" s :i c AI L ii'"ii e: o'-'n ES n »r:;:: E:: ii"ii EI II
LAKE HEAD 5 T AT I DIM DC3 C
DATE 1J.-0'" i^3 TIIv!i::
AIR TEMP£F:;ATUREI 29,00 DE3REES
LAKE ELEVATION -1., 00 FEET
WEATHER "F'AF'yLY CLOUDY., BGUTI-IEA5T BREE
i:ECCHI 2,, 50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/{:ivK"2 % TRAM3MITTED
*•!• .. !"";
:l ' >••" ' IE- ..I C: i(-~>> 3 -I (I iEil /--'i £E: H Jl Ft EE !M .El ll'Vil "T S
LAKE HEAD 3 TAT I CM BC3---M

















































2 1 , 8 1 3 . SB
21:, 79 8=39
._, _j .-jr.,.,. ,._ .-^  -•!•
•' L u y • "' •' "' • '" ''
21 ., 71 8« 02
•"• 't .1*.. C? "'.* '"3*"?
.il. .1 a '-...' / / a .- ,ii..
f~\1 ; •-*, ---y ,•— . •!
,i 1 ,, •::< 7 7 „ o j.
2 1 1= 69 7 , 73





21 . 66 7,, 60
21.6.2 7.33
' 9 a (' ') ("i D !"' 1 ''i I"1' '•"' ("' ''"•






























































F- E: iAi 3 LJI !R: E£ B-'J E 1MI T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 ..... 5
DATE 11-07 ..... SB TIME 1430
AIR TEMPERATURE 2? ,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -.1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY,, SOUTHEAST WIND 5 MPH"
SEC CHI 2 ,,50 METERS
TH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT IVI TV P.H,,




















'"> 1 q> •!
21 „ 88
21 , 9:!.































IF' £ i! •'••]•••• 3 II C"; if --^ L. IP""!! !B! £• ••* S L J iR: IE! 3-11 EZ if". I! T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE: 11-07 SB TIME 1315
AIR TEMPERATURE 30,30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1,00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. SOUTHEAST WIND 12-15 MPH"
SEC CHI 2 ,,00 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.rL
























'••' i , n
21.9
2 1 „ 3'
..::.' .(. " O




.1;'.'. .i. u '"/'





































































































I II G 5 5 "T E£ X '"II"" I INI C T It O INI
F:" 11-11V 3 I C rt L. T-"!l EEI iPs E> 1 1Ft 3:E Ml El I--JI "T S
LAK,'E MEAD STATION BC2--C
DATE 1:1 07-38 TIME 15.15
AIR TEMPERATURE 30., 50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -~1,,00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, SOUTHEAST WIND 12-13 MPH'
SECCHI 2.00 METERS
LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
I.JE/ CM'" 2 % TRANSMITTED
171,0 100.0
48. 0 28., 1
23 ,,5 16.7
14,7 S,6
S3. 1 4,, 7
1., 1





AIR TEMPERATURE 29,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,,00 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, SOUTHEAST WIND B 12 MPH'
SECCHI 2.20 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY








































































1 0 1 3
10.13
1064

























• 5 ..... s v •;;::;. i c; »•".» it...... MI EE: : A. •::;> n ..... P F;;: IE:: r-n E: it-- n -r s.
LAKE HEAD
DATE 11 -07 .....
STATION BC2--B
TIME IS 50
AIR TEhlF'ERATURE 27, ,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION ..... 1.00 FEET
HEATHER "PARTLY' CLOUDY, SOUTHEAST WIND 12 MPH"
SEC CHI 2. 10 METERS
TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P,, H,,


































































































































































































































































































































































































l._ 1' OIHTIT E:~ X ~T X rvBCnr X Olx||
-HI v s i: c;ft L_ n 11 IEE: *=* £3 i J R: EE: M IE: hj nr o
LAKE MEAD STATION DCS
DATE 12 06--88 TIME 0945
AIR TEMPERATURE 16.00 DESREE3
LAKE ELEVATION 1.00 FEET
WEATHER "HAZY,, NORTHWEST WIND 9 MPH"
SECCHI 11.50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/Cir-2 % TRANSMITTED
3 ,, 0
4 „ o





1 0 „ 0
:i. 1 „ o
1 2 , 0
1 3 , 0
1 4 , 0
1 5 ,. 0


































































F- H Y £3 .1 C jC| |_ M EEI iA S LI R' IE M EE f
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 12-05-88 TIME 0720
AIR TEMPERATURE 10 ,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, NORTHWEST WIND 8 ..... 10 MPH"
SECCHI 10,30 METERS
)EPTH TEMP.ERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P, H,,


































































































































































































































































































































































L. 1" C3 HI T IEE X "T I INI C T I O M
F- i- » Y s i: o IA L_ iMi EE: &* s u IR IE r-i IE: M ~r s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 12-05-38 TIME 0720
AIR TEMPERATURE 10.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1,,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, NORTHWEST WIND 8--10 MPI-I"
SECCH1 10 ,,50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION























































































AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, CALM"
SECCI-ll 10.60 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY PM--L





























































































































































































































































































L :i OUT IE x ~r x
F> HI Y S 3C C A. l_ 1M EE ft £3 LJ IF;: F£! M SEE N T £3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 12-05-BB ' TIME 1020
AIR TEMPERATURE 24,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION ••-:!.„ 00 F'EET
WEATHER "CLEAR, CALM"













1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
1 2 „ 0
13.0
1 4 „ 0
1 !5 „ 0









1 4-4- „ 0
96* 0
B 1 „ 0
•::;• '.5 ., 'j
43,, 0
3 9 „ o
rio .. o
20. 4
1 7 , T
1 4 , 4



































F-- !H! Y e I C A L. Ml EE ^ £3 LJ Ft E=I t
LAKE MEAD STATION EC3-C
DATE 12-05 30 TIME 1210
AIR TEMPERATURE 23,,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1 ,,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, EAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 7;, 50 METERS
"H TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCT IV IT V p.H,,
DEGREES C MG/L MICRG-M/CM STANDARD
0,,0
1 „ 0
















































i_ i: C3 HI T IE: x T" i INI c T z o INI
F"" JHI v s i c ft L_. M IE: & s L.P F;: IF: MI EH: INI ~r s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 C
DATE 12-05-88 TIME 1210
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, EAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 7.50 METERS
D E P "I"!-! L. IG H T !... I (3 H T E X TIM C "i" 10 M
M UE/CM---2 % TRANSMITTED
0,, 0 1050. 0
630,0
430,0 45.7
3.0 360, 0 34»3
4.0 231 ,,0 22,0
5,, 0 162, 0 15,4
6. 0 11 L , 0 1 0. 6
7. 0
S.-, 0
9,0 51 * 0 4.9
10. 0 4 2, 0 4 „ 0
11,0 30.0 2.9
12 „ 0 2 1. 0 2 „ 0
1 3 „ 0
1 4. 0
15,0
F> (H| y S j if- ^  L__
LAKE MEAD STATIOM BC3-M
DATE 12-05 88 TIME 1330
AIR TEMPERATURE 22-00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -:l,,00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, EAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 8.00 METERS
?EPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H,
M DEGREES C MG/L I1ICRO-M/CM STANDARD
15,71 B.68 957 8.21
15.71 8.69 957 3=20
2.0 ID,, 68 8,,69 95E3 8,,20
3,0 .1.5,65 8,, 6? 960 3.20
4,0 15.55 8„63 960 S,21
cr f~) -i inr i." ^ 'i r.~ /.. <;T <;T ./. -"71 r;j ^ -t
6,,0 15., 50 S.66 961 8.21
7.0 15.50 8.67 964 3.21
S,,0 15. 50 8:. 67 964 8,20
9,0 15,46 8.65 965 3,20
10.0 15,,45 8,60 967 8,. 2O
i1.0 15.40 8„ 60 963 3.20
12.0 15,, 36 8. 60 1009 S3,, 13
13,,0 15,, 33 8,,52 1044 3,13
14,0 15,35 8.39 1096 8,OS
15.0 15.28 S., 23 1110 8.04
15,, 3 15,,26 S,, 03 1129





AIR TEMPERATURE 21,, 00 DEfBREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, EAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 3,,60 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY











i 0 „ 0
1 1 ,. 0
I .£. :: 0
1 3 „ 0
' ••'"'. '"'i





































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 22,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET





































































































L_. I C3 H "T EE X T I M CS T I O
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2--C
DATE 12-05-SS TIME 1435
AIR TEMPERATURE 22.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, EAST BREEZE"











































































AIR TEMPERATURE 22.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
. WEATHER "CLEAR, EAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 7,, 70 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY


































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 22,,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, EAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 7,00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY



































































'"^  •"" -•?
i._| > .»:„ .1.'..
;':.•? ":• j
:';•'; :1 2C-
™' « ,r. i-J
8,, V9
'.'••: ., " ':~,
S.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































n I m 7
°
10 £H rn 
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STOTIGN DflTE TIME DEPTH TYPE NH3- (T) UNION-NH3 NQ3- <T)
(«) <ngN/L) (pgN/L) (pgN/L)
N02- (T) TKN TDIN TIN OP- (T)


































































































.*. - -i !_ ^  n *
•"' ; "?•'•"" _ }
012i33 -1
A / ^  ^  -i n <




















































P K A E O F H Y T I M
(HICRO-SRAilS/LITRE!
!0 ""~3CB 022538 3
. i i? '- l) '.' — rf. — ' -' £ <-'
' "". r .T AT^CT?^ ~
:3 5C5 022533 5
i' SC4 022583 5
!3 BC3-C 02256S 5



























TIffE CEFTH TYPE (HICRO-GRAMS/LITftE) (HICRD-SRAHS/LITRE)





{"> 7 pv p -I
032438
































































































































































































































































































































































































































J U i> ~ :-
EOM










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-' U - " '..
09013D -1
09013S -1.
















































CHLOROPHYLL A N A L Y S I S


















































































































































"1 " T .1
_">LV~J
t ^  i _ ri _ i, u








t <\ -"i fj niyiydS































































































































n 1 ,1 T *



















































































































































































VALUE, MONIT, CALIB, SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
UE
^__-UE) TEMP, PH, DO, COND, ORP, SALIN, BATT, MEM, TIME, HELP, RET
BATT







TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: 718
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
COND IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE,HELP,RET
COND
TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: 718
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
COND IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE,HELP,RET
COND
TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: .718
ACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 3.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
PH IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE,HELP,RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION






ERASE DATA (Y/N) ? Y
ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED: .









TEMP PH COND SALIN DO ORP BATTERY
ENABLE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND,ORP,SALIN,BATT, HELP, RET
COND
PARAMETERS ENABLED:

























STATION ID : LAKE MEAD , BC£-C
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 041388 1650
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR)) : 041488 1£00
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 04S1S8 1£00
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 010O
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM SONDE
DSTAT
''TT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT RECOVERY




LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR)
DO FLOW FACTOR : + 1.O4£ M
(CR> HHMM < C R > )


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9. 18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB> PHZER, PHSLP, DO, COND, TYPE,HELP,RET
RET
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB, SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
SETUP
ERASE DATA (Y/N) ? Y
ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED:



















STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC2-C
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 042888 0805
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY (CR) HHMM (CR)) : 04£B88 1SOO
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY (CR) HHMM (CR)) : 04
- INVALID
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR> ) : 050588 1;=:00
I QGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 0100
r 'x VALUE, MONIT, CALIB, SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
HIT RETURN WHEN READY
HTT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT RECOVERY






















































<CR> HHMM (CR> )
<CR> HHMM <CR> )












+ 1 . 043
+1. 020
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DAILY STATISTICS HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT STATISTICS
PARAMETER
tl< OVERRANBE
# READINGS
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MAX CHANGE
MEAN
STD DEV
PARAMETER
ft OVERRANGE
tt READINGS
v' '* MUM
1UM
MAX' CHANGE
MEAN
STD DEV
PARAMETER
# OVERRANGE
ft READINGS
MINI MUM
MAXIMUM
MAX CHANGE
MEAN
STD DEV
PARAMETER
# OVERRANGE
ft READINGS
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MAX CHANGE
MEAN
S I"D DEV
TEMP
ooooo
000 1 3
+017. 360
+018. 416
+000. 507
+017. 919
+000. £90
PH
OOOOO
00013
+O08. 081
+008. 4£9
+000. £70
+008. 199
+000. 104
COND
OOOOO
00013
+001. 163
+001. 417
+000. 175
+001. 300
+000. 084
BATTERY
OOOOO
00013
+005. 544
+005. 548
+OOO. 00£
+005. 546
+000. 00£
DE6 C
050588
050588
050588
UNITS
050588
050588
050588
MS /CM
050588
050588
050588
VOLTS
050588
050588
050588
0600
0000
0600
03OO
1 £OO
1100
1£00
030O
1100
0700
0100
0100




































































































